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Abstract 
Map theory, or MT for short, has been designed as an “integrated” foundation for mathematics, 
logic and computer science. By this we mean that most primitives and tools are designed from 
the beginning to bear the three intended meanings: logical, computational, and set-theoretic. 
MT was originally introduced in [ 171. It is based on I-calculus instead of logic and sets, 
and it fulfills Church’s original aim of introducing I-calculus. In particular, it embodies all 
of ZFC set theory, including classical propositional and classical first order predicate calculus. 
MT also embodies the unres~icted, untyped lambda calculus including unrest~cted abstraction 
and unrestricted use of the fixed point operator. MT is an equational theory. 
We present here a semantic proof of the consistency of map theory within ZFC + SI, where 
SI asserts the existence of an inaccessible cardinal. The proof is in the spirit of denotational 
semantics and relies on mathematical tools which reflect faithfully, and in a transparent way, the 
intuitions behind map theory. This gives a consistency proof, but also for the first time gives a 
clear presentation of the semantics of map theory in a traditional framework. 
From the metamathematical point of view the strength of MT lies somewhere between ZFC 
and ZFC + SI. The lower bound is proved in [ 171 by means of a syntactical translation of ZFC 
(including classical propositional and predicate calculus) into map theory, and the upper bound 
by building an (exceedingly complex) model of map theory within ZFC + SI. The present paper 
confirms the upper bound by providing much simpler models, the ‘“canonical models” of the 
paper, which are in fact the paradigm of a iarge class of quite natural models of MT. 
That all these models interpret a model of ZFC is a consequence of the syntactic translation, 
which is a difficult theorem of [17]. We can however give here a direct proof of a stronger 
result, namely that they interpret some (V,, E), where o is an inaccessible cardinal. 
Finally we return to the “canonical” models and show that they are adequate for the notion 
of computation which underlies MT. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Presentation of MT 
Since all of part I of [17] is a presentation of the semantics and computational ideas 
behind the present axiomatisation of MT, we will just present here the most simple 
intuitions. In particular, we will just consider 3-valued first order predicate calculus 
and usual ZFC set theory, and we will not say much about the computational aspects. 
The syntax and axioms of MT is recalled in Appendix C. The syntax and variables, 
terms and well-formed formulas read: 
variable ::= x 1 y 1 z ( . . 
term ::= variable 1 Avariable.term 1 (term term) / T 1 -L I if ) E I 4 
wff ::= term = term 
A proof in MT is a sequence of well-formed formulas where each formula is an 
axiom or follows from previous formulas by an inference rule. 
As an equational theory, MT is an extension of the theory of P-equivalence. Its 
language is very simple since it is that of untyped I-calculus, namely abstraction and 
application, augmented by five constants if, T, l-, 4 and E. The word “equational” 
means, as is usual in the i,-calculus community that the axiom schemes are equations 
or inference rules for deriving equations. Such a theory T is consistent if one cannot 
derive A = B for all terms A and B. An equation is inconsistent with T if adding it to 
the axioms produces an inconsistent theory. 
The underlying notion of computation is obtained, as in I-calculus, by turning some 
of the axioms into rewriting rules, in orienting them from left to right. The model 
stated later is faithful to the computational aspect of MT as follows: Let d be a term 
of MT which does not contain 4 and E. Now s4 = I in the model iff straightforward 
normal order reduction using the rewrite rules of d never terminates. If d # _L in the 
model, then normal order reduction can decide whether or not d = T in the model. 
1.2. Intended meaning of constants 
As mentioned in the abstract, most primitives and tools are designed from the be- 
ginning to bear the three intended meanings: logical, computational, and set-theoretic. 
T represents “Truth” (and not “Top”) in the logical world, the empty set in the 
set-theoretic world, and the empty list in the computational world. 
I represents “undefinedness” in the logical world, non-termination in the computa- 
tional world, and nothing in the set-theoretical world. 
if is the McCarthy’s conditional [26, p. 541. In the logical world, if allows to define 
the usual logical connectives, in the computational world, if represents forking and the 
pairing operator, and in the set-theoretic world, if represents the pair set operator. When 
defining logical connectives, if is used in conjunction with truth T and falsehood F. 
Falsehood F could be defined as any abstraction Ax. d or as any term provably equal 
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in MT to an abstraction, but the canonical choice F E Lx .T will be used here. In the 
computational context, F is the constant function that always returns truth and in the 
set-theoretic context, F happens to be (0) (i.e. the ordinal 1). 
E is (a strict version of) Hilbert’s choice operator [ZO]. In the set-theoretic world, 
e implies the axiom of choice. In the logical world, E allows to define existential and 
universal quantification. e is not computable by machine. 
4 represents something like the “characteristic function” of the class of all sets (here 
characteristic functions take values T and I). In the logical world, 4 effectively allows 
to restrict free variables to range over exactly the same collection that quantifiers range 
over. In the set-theoretic world it allows to restrict free variables to range over sets 
only. 
Notation. We write (1 if J& = B is derivable (or provable) in MT. All 
words in italics and all formulas in boxes appear in the index at the end of the paper. 
A term d will be called well-founded if &zZ = T holds in MT (i.e. provably well- 
founded if &z!=~rT and well-founded in a model if 4& = T holds in that model). 
1.3. Intuitive description of the axioms 
The axioms are listed in Appendix C, where they are divided into four groups: 
I-calculus, propositional calculus, predicate calculus, and set-theory. 
The I-calculus axioms express that =~r is a contextual equivalence relation which 
contains /?-equivalence; they also dictate the applicative behaviour of I, T and if. When 
orienting from left to right the “apply” and “select” axioms in Appendix C, one obtains 
the rewrite rules mentioned in Section 1 .l. 
Note that the applicative behaviour of T and F, (respectively of I and LX, 1) will be 
the same, but that T = F (respectively I = 2x. I) is inconsistent with the i-calculus 
axioms. This is coherent with the logical and set-theoretic meaning of T and F. Note 
also that a term %9 is equal to an abstraction 1x. d iff B = F’9 where F’ 3 lf Ix. fx. 
In the logical world, the 2-calculus axioms allow to interpret strict three-valued 
propositional calculus, where “strict” means that all connectives return I as soon as one 
of their arguments is 1. This corresponds to Kleene’s weak connectives. This choice 
differs from that of most authors, to begin with Kleene himself (cf. [lo, p. 87]), it is 
neither the choice retained by Scott in [34]. For a treatment of two-valued propositional 
calculus see Section 3.4. 
The propositional calculus group of axioms merely contains one axiom (a rule of 
inference, actually). The rule is called QND’ (for Quartum Non Datur) and expresses 
that any object of MT can be given a meaning in three-valued logic in MT. For 
a connective like r\ (defined in Appendix C), the lambda calculus axioms allow to 
prove statements like T i\ F = F whereas QND’ allows to prove more general tautolo- 
gies like x /i y = y /\ x. A strong way to ensure QND’ is of course to find a model 
of A-calculus where all elements x different from T and _L satisfy F’x = x. This con- 
dition will later on be called SQND, for Strong QND, and will be satisfied by our 
model. 
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The predicate calculus axioms express the semantics of the three quantifiers E, ‘d and 
3. Like in Hilbert’s approach [20], ‘d and 3 are defined from E (cf. Section 4.2 and 
Appendix C). As noticed by Honsell the three quantifiers operate on abstractions, so 
that there is only one notion of substitution, namely that of A-calculus; this is also the 
case for example in [34, 1,131 for V and 3, and the approach goes back to Church 
F31. 
The choice of E as the primitive for quantifications gives the axiom of choice for free 
in the set-theoretic world. In the world of computation, E would be more convenient 
than V and 3 since it returns a richer structure than V and 3 that can merely return 
T, F and 1. This is somewhat hypothetical, though, since none of the quantifiers are 
computable by machine. Furthermore, E is more natural in the computational world 
since it gives less bias towards the three particular values of three-valued logic. Also 
in the set-theoretical world, E is more convenient than V and 3 because of the richness 
of the structures it returns. This richness is not merely used in proving the axiom of 
choice. The need for a choice operator pops up in such an unexpected place as the 
proof of the axiom of comprehension in [ 171. This is tightly connected to the scheme 
of representation of sets introduced in [ 171. 
Let very provisionally Idi( be the set of well-founded objects of MT. Then the 
axioms express first that quantification is relative to @, and second that the quantifiers 
(including c) are strict: Vf is undefined as soon as fx is undefined for some x E @. 
Once more this choice differs from those quoted in [lo, p. 961 and from [34]. 
At this point the axioms do not yet ensure that the interpretation of predicate calculus 
will be satisfactory. In particular @ could be “finite-like”, which would be poor from 
the logical point of view, and it would be consistent to put Ix .x in @, which would 
amount to have a set of all sets (cf. Section 4.3). 
It is the role of the last group of axioms, the “set theory axioms” or “well-founded- 
ness axioms” to give MT the power of ZFC (including the well-foundedness axiom 
AF) and, as a side-effect, to ensure that the interpretation of predicate calculus is 
satisfactory. The price to pay for the entrance in the wide world of Set Theory is that 
I and the derived quantifiers Q and 3 definitely become uncomputable. The quantifiers 
still have an interpretation in the world of computation. As an example, Vf computes 
fx in parallel for all well-founded x and bases its result on the results of all those 
parallel processes. Since there are as many well-founded maps as there are sets in the 
universe of ZFC, this gives rise to infinite parallelism far beyond what makes sense in 
the world of computation. 
The direct meaning of the well-foundedness axioms, especially that of Well 2, 
C-Ml and C-M2, is not at all obvious at first sight, but in Section 5.2 it is shown that 
the inference rule of induction is an approximation to a “Strong Induction Principle” 
(SIP) and that the other axioms are all special cases of a property that will be referred 
to as the “Generic Closure Property” (GCP). The “totality theorem” in [ 18, p. 511, 
defines a large syntax class C and states that all terms in C denote well-founded maps 
(well-founded maps were called “total maps” in early versions of [ 171, which explains 
the name of the theorem). In the development of MT, the totality theorem was stated 
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first, based on the intuition formalised here by GCP, and axioms supporting the totality 
theorem were formulated afterwards. For that reason, the well-foundedness axioms are 
just ethos of the syntax class C, and the individual axioms in general and C-Ml and 
C-M2 in particular do not make much sense when seen in isolation. It is the hope that 
the formulation of GCP given in the present paper may help in giving new formulations 
to the axioms. 
1.4. Links to set theory 
Concerning the link to usual set theory let us recall from [17] that there are two 
combinators (closed terms) + and e which make (@/ 4, i) look like a model of ZFC 
( - is an equivalence relation over @ and @/ - is an ordinary quotient). Since MT is 
based on L-calculus rather than logic, it is not quite enough to give a definition of e to 
establish a model. It is also necessary to simulate logic in MT, i.e. to give definitions 
of ti, 3 and 1 such that d, quantifies over all sets and such that + and 1 express 
implication and negation, respectively. Since all sets are represented by well-founded 
maps and all well-founded maps represent sets, the construct V defined in Section 4.2 
may serve as 9. The constructs 3 and 1 are treated in Section 3.4. 
The view of set theory in MT in general and the definition of @ in particular differs 
from the traditional translation of set theory into A-calculus. The idea behind i is that 
for any u and v in @, v # T (T represents the empty set), we will have that u i v equals 
T iff there is an x in @ such that u - vx. This g differs from c defined by x c S = Sx 
which is used e.g. in [34, 1, 11-131 and corresponds to the view of propositions as 
functions, which comes back to Frege [14] and Schiinfinkel [31]. 
For a comparison of e and c let for a moment I represent falsehood, define the 
‘domain’ of a map f as the set of x for which fx # I, and define the ‘range’ of a map 
f as the set of fx for which x ranges over all well-founded maps (as an exception, 
the range of T is empty). With these conventions, xi f states that x belongs to the 
domain of f and x i f states that x belongs to the range of J Hence, using E, a set S 
is represented by a truth valued map whose domain is S; using e, S is represented by 
a map whose range is S. In this respect, i and c may be thought of as dual concepts. 
In MT, e is used to represent set membership, but c is also used implicitly a few 
places. As an example, a map x is well-founded iff x 6 $ = T. In the present paper, 
however, we write 4x instead of n 5 4, e.g. in Appendix C. 
The proof that (@/ + , @) forms a model of ZFC is indeed a difficult theorem in 
[ 181. Actually, looking at the axioms of MT it is far from obvious that MT contains 
ZFC. This is so because MT is really based on L-calculus and, even though it has the 
power of ZFC, it is fundamentally different and distant from ZFC. 
As noted in Appendix A.3, if SQND holds, then (@/ 1, C) is a model of ZFC in 
the traditional sense, and if SQND does not hold, then the model may have some 
pathological properties. It should be noted that it is still open whether or not MT is 
strictly stronger than ZFC even though (@/ A, i) is a model of ZFC inside MT in 
some sense. 
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The relation between MT and ZFC is somewhat like the relation between different 
programming languages. One could think of MT as the machine language (foundation) 
and ZFC as a specialised high level language particularly suited to deal with non- 
computable aspects of mathematics. In this view, ZFC can be compiled into MT by 
replacing E, ‘d, + and 1 of ZFC by i, V’, =+ and 1 defined in MT. Compilation the 
other way is also possible, just more difficult, and such a “compilation” from MT to 
ZFC (actually ZFC + SI) is exactly the contents of the present paper. The aim of the 
present paper is to define each primitive construct of MT in ZFC + SI in a way that is 
faithful to the intuitions behind MT, and to prove that the constructs so defined form 
a model of MT. 
1.5’. Description of the paper 
As is clear when reading [ 171, MT has been designed from semantic intuitions (based 
on computational requirements), such as the principle that maps should be monotonous 
for some partial order. As a matter of fact, MT is the equational approximation of this 
semantic view. 
The aim of this paper is to show that (a variation of) Scott’s denotational semantics 
is indeed adequate to realise all the semantic ideas behind the (present) axiomatisation 
of MT. More precisely that one can find a model A4 of MT, in the spirit of denota- 
tional semantics, inside every model of ZFC+SI, where SI asserts the existence of an 
inaccessible cardinal. We will thus get a semantical consistency proof of MT which is 
conceptually much simpler than the more syntactic one in [ 181. The model M, whose 
elements are called maps, will in particular model usual I-calculus. The model will 
also satisfy the Strong Quartum Non Datur (SQND) which asserts that any map is 
true (= T), bottom (= I) or false (equal to some term of form Lx.d). This, together 
with the fact that T should be incompatible with any proper map in any non-trivial 
model, leads us to solve the recursive domain equation: 
9~[9-9]@I{T} (1) 
in a suitable Cartesian closed category (ccc) of domains. Here {T} is the trivial domain 
which has T as unique element and [9 + 91 is the domain of morphisms from $9 to 
9. Domains are in particular partially ordered sets (p.o’s) with a least element (called 
I) and @I means that we take as resulting p.o the disjoint union of the two p.o’s and 
add a (new) common least element below. This equation can be solved, for example, 
in the ccc of Scott domains with continuous functions, by taking 9 to be the inverse 
limit of a suitable projective system of adequate domains, a method due to Scott [32] 
and well understood now, cf. [4, p. 4771. 
This is the starting point for the model construction. Now we have to interpret 
in 9 the constants 4 and E, which are subject to axioms which prevent them from 
being continuous. The reason why E cannot be continuous is linked to the fact that 
V represents a very strong form of parallelism. Since maps are intended to act as 
monotonous functions we are lead to introduce weaker notions of continuity. 
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In Section 2 we present the rc-denotational semantics (K any regular cardinal) and 
the ccc of K-cpos and Ic-continuous functions, which is a generalisation of Scott’s one 
(which is the case K = 0): the rc-continuous functions are those monotonous functions 
which commute with all sups of K-directed sets. In a sense this is a straightforward 
generalisation of the w-case to any regular K. We do make a precise presentation 
anyway in order to make the paper accessible to the readers interested in foundations, 
but with no knowledge of domain theory and lambda calculus. A second reason why 
making a precise exposition is necessary is that a weaker notion with the same name, 
which requires only commutation with sups of Ic-chains, also occurs in the literature 
(e.g. [27, 151). For “small” domains the two notions coincide (cf. the remark at the end 
of Section 2.2). Weak wr-continuity was introduced by Plotkin (as mentioned already 
in [35]) to model countable non-determinism (in small models). The present choice is 
more convenient for general treatments. It coincides with that of [ 11, 131 (which was 
introduced also for consistency purposes), and with the case i = 0 of the k--A-topologies 
mentioned in [28]. 
In Section 3 we define “rc-continuous premodels” as the solutions of (1) in the K-CCC 
and show that, modulo the obvious interpretations of the constants _L, T and if, they 
satisfy the A-calculus axioms of MT and the QND inference rule (see Appendix C for 
the list of /2-calculus axioms). 
The core of the paper is to show that any Ic-continuous premodel may be expanded 
to a model of MT, provided there is some inaccessible 0 such that cr<lc (as an example 
we may take K = a+). This is done in Sections 4 to 8 where we show that it is possible 
to choose a K-open set @ in such a way that the characteristic function 4 of @ and 
some adequate choice function F over @ are suitable interpretations of the remaining 
constants of MT. 
In Section 4 we show that it is easy to satisfy the first-order predicate calculus 
axioms of MT (cf. Appendix C), even without assuming the existence of an inaccessible 
ordinal. As noted in Section 4.3, the first-order predicate calculus axioms in MT do 
not in themselves ensure a faithful representation of first-order predicate calculus since 
they allow the domain @ of quantification to be finite. 
In Section 5 we introduce two semantic conditions on @, namely the strong induction 
principle (SIP) and the generic closure property (GCP), and show that their satisfaction 
implies satisfaction of the well-foundedness axioms of MT (cf. Appendix C). Elements 
of @ will be called well-founded maps. 
To express SIP and GCP, we first introduce some auxiliary concepts: 
l Let A4 be a premodel and recall that elements of A4 are called “maps”. 
l Let G and H be arbitrary sets of maps (i.e. let G, H CM). Elements of G will be 
referred to as “G-maps” in the following. 
l A map f is said to be well-founded w.r.t. G iff, for any infinite sequence x1,x2,. . . 
of G-maps there exists an n such that fxlxz .. ’ x,, = T. 
l The dual of G, I, is the set of maps that are well-founded w.r.t. G. 
0 SIP simply asserts @ C @“. 
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l G -+ H E {f EM ) VXEG: fxEH} is the arrow operator attributed to Scott e.g. by 
[91. 
l GCP asserts that Qi equals the union of G ‘4 @ over a “suitable” collection of G’s, 
where “suitable” has something with limitation of size to do. The exact formulations 
are given in Section 5. 
The axiom of induction in Appendix C is an approximation of SIP whereas all 
the other set theory axioms in Appendix C together form an approximation of GCP. 
Section 5.2 verifies that all these axioms follow from SIP and GCP. 
It remains to prove the existence of a @ satisfying SIP and GCP in any k--premodel. 
A prerequisite for this is to develop the mathematical properties of the dual and the 
arrow operators with particular emphasis on the nature and size of G”+G. This de- 
velopment is done in Section 6, via the study of a further notion from [ 181, namely 
that of the type over G of any element u of M, denoted t(u/G) or uG. The no- 
tions of duality, type and GCP are closely linked to the intuitive (and purely se- 
mantic) notion of the inner range of a map. In fact the GCP expresses that the 
elements of @ are exactly those maps f which admit an inner range H of cardi- 
nality less than the inaccessible CJ (i.e. there is a small H C @ such that, for any 
x in @ (or H” ), t( fx/@) only depends on t(x/H); a concrete example is given in 
Appendix A.3). 
This notion of type, which clearly has nothing to do with the usual notions of types 
in typed L-calculus, may on the other hand be related to the various notions of types 
which occur in (general) Model Theory (cf. [7,30]) and in the model theoretic study 
of algebraic structures. The type of u over H may be seen indeed as the set of formulas 
with parameters in H and of a given shape, which are satisfied by u in M. 
Section 7 proves that if there is an inaccessible ordinal below K, then any K-premodel 
contains a K-open set Q, which satisfies SIP and GCP. We prove first the existence of 
a set Y of K-compact elements which satisfies properties analogous to those of @ but 
is more accessible to fixed point arguments, and take for @ the open subset generated 
by Y. Finally we prove in Appendix A.1 some further properties of @ concerning 
the size of @ and embeddings of ZFC into @. In particular we prove that for the 
models presented in this paper (defined inside ZFC + SI), there is an isomorphism (in 
ZFC + SI) between (@p/A, E) and (V,, E), and we support the conjecture that MT is 
stronger than ZFC by showing that all models of MT which satisfy SQND interpret 
a model of ZFC, and with a different and direct proof that our K-continuous models 
interpret an w-model of ZFC. 
It remains to exhibit a k-continuous premodel, that is a K--domain which is a solution 
of (1) in the K-CCC. Furthermore we want to get a model as easy to handle as possible 
(for further investigations of MT). 
A classical way to solve recursive domain equations in the o-case is to use Scott’s 
inverse limit construction. The problem with this method is that if K > w there are 
limit ordinals CI < K. This adds theoretical difficulties (as pointed out in [15]), and 
considerably increases the technical complexity of the construction even if one succeeds 
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in writing out a direct construction. Finally it is always technically difficult to work 
concretely with models which are presented as inverse limits, since the notations are 
very heavy, especially in the x-case. 
There is a way to overcome all these difficulties: it is to work only with domains 
9 uniformly built from “webs” D (which are simple relational structures of a fixed 
signature), and to replace the inverse limit construction on domains by an increasing 
union of webs. Not only do we get a presentation of the models which is now much 
more easy to handle, even in the w case, but it is now almost trivial to deal with limit 
ordinal stages. 
This general method of solving recursive equations on domains is presented in [25] 
for o-Scott domains; there the webs are Scott’s information systems [36]. 
The most simple classes of webbed-domains where one can solve recursive equations 
are Girard’s coherent spaces [ 161, and Krivine’s spaces of initial segments [23,24]. In 
the first case the webs are of the shape (D, -) where D is a set and N is a reflexive and 
symmetric relation, and the domain 9 is the set of “coherent subsets” of D, namely 
those subsets whose elements are pairwise related by N. In the second case the webs 
are preordered sets (D, <) and 9 is the set of “initial segments” of D, namely those 
subsets which are downward closed. 
There is however no solution of (1) within Girard’s or Krivine’s spaces since the 
first class is not closed under lifting and the second consists only of complete lattices, 
but by merging these two classes we obtain a third simple class where (1) can be 
solved. All three classes may be viewed as particular cases of information systems, 
since even when working on coherent spaces it is the continuous semantics we are 
interested in here, not the stable one. 
In Section 8 we introduce the class of preordered coherent spaces, which will be the 
webs of our domains, and give an explicit construction of a solution of the Ic-version 
of (1) in this class, the simplest one in fact. 
Appendix A states further properties of rc-continuous models and studies models of 
ZFC inside such models. Appendix B proves that the models defined in this paper are 
faithful to the computational aspect of MT. Appendix C gives a summary of MT. An 
index is included after Appendix C. 
In summary, the sections of this paper serve the following purposes: 
Section 8 proves the existence of solutions to (1) in the K-CCC. 
Section 7 proves that for any such solution there is a @ that satisfies SIP and 
GCP. 
Section 5 proves that any @ which satisfies SIP and GCP also satisfies the set theory 
axioms in Appendix C. 
Section 4 proves that any @ whatsoever satisfies the predicate calculus axioms in 
Appendix C. 
Section 3 proves that any solution to (1) satisfies the remaining axioms of Ap- 
pendix C. 
Section 2 and 6 give necessary background. 
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Appendix A states further properties K--continuous models and studies models of 
ZFC inside such models. 
Appendix B proves that the models defined in this paper are faithful to the compu- 
tational aspect of MT. 
Appendix C gives a summary of MT. 
The order of presentation is chosen to give a natural progression. A bottom up 
presentation may be found in the first version of the present paper [6]. 
1.6. Comparison with Flagg-Myhill’s system 
1.61. Introduction 
We will end this introduction with some elements of comparison between our work 
and that of [13] which was pointed out by one of the referees. The system EFL* of 
[ 131 and MT were designed (independently) from very different points of view and 
behave very differently on the syntactical level, but they both aim at combining ZFC- 
power with A-calculus, and the consistency proofs of both systems are formulated in 
similar rc-frameworks. 
The two systems are different in spirit in several places: EFL* is more syntactical 
of nature whereas MT is more semantical; the role of lb-calculus is different; and MT 
has a stronger computational motivation of concepts. 
Though the two systems are obviously very distant there are, at least, two reasons 
why we can be interested in a comparison: 
A clear common point is the introduction of the Ic-continuous framework by Flagg- 
Myhill and by us for consistency purposes. But this is rather superficial since in both 
cases it was naturally introduced to keep what could be kept of Scott’s continuous 
semantics. 
The real point is to trace some resemblance at a deep level. Indeed the syntactical 
tools used by Flagg and Myhill to inject Set Theory at the level of axioms, have ethos 
in semantic technical tools which are used in intermediate steps in our consistency 
proof (cf. the section labelled “monotonicity” below). 
1.6.2. A brief survey of Flagg-Myhill’s system 
System EFL* is the third in an increasing sequence of 4 systems: FL C EFL C EFL” 
c: EFL**, which is issued from Frege’s work and [l]. The consistency of FL is 
essentially due to Aczel and is rather similar to the consistency result that already 
appears in [34]. System EFL adds to FL a comprehension rule for discrete classes 
and contains second-order arithmetic with full comprehension scheme. System EFL” 
adds, at the level of constants and axioms, a well-ordering of the universe and an 
inaccessible cardinal; there is a syntactic translation of ZFC in EFL*. Finally, EFL** 
adds to EFL* the requirement that “discrete classes are closed under direct images”. 
The consistency of EFL** was left open by Flagg and Myhill, but was reduced via a 
general model-theoretic argument to a question of Friedman that Plotkin solved in his 
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recent preprint [29], namely that of the existence of a model of Ar]-calculus in which 
all finite sets are separable. 
The consistency proofs in Flagg-Myhill, Aczel and Scott [ 1, l l-13,341, follow the 
following pattern: take a model 9 of /2-calculus, then interpret all constants in the 
model in a semi-Giidel-like fashion (“semi” takes into account that the interpretation 
of quantifiers is done via A-abstraction); then define by mutual induction two disjoint 
predicates of Truth and Falsity (Y and 9, on 9, in such a way that the interpretations 
of all provable terms are true, and finally prove that it is not possible that A and 
-A are simultaneously true. Such a triple (Y,Y,p) was called a Frege structure by 
Aczel. With the exception of EFL**, which needs Plotkin’s model, all 9’s are chosen 
as Scott’s solution of Y 2 [g+ .Y] in the ccc of complete lattices and continuous 
functions (rc-continuous functions for EFL* ). 
From now on we will only be concerned with EFL*. 
1.6.3. Syntactic versus semantic nature 
The following observations support the informal assertion that EFL* is more syn- 
tactic and MT more semantic of nature; some of them will be elaborated below. 
1. Most logical and set theoretic concepts are primitive constants in EFL*, while 
they are defined concepts in MT. 
2. Their behaviour is axiomatised in a natural deduction style, while MT is an 
equational extension of gp (where the extension has a semantic definition rather than 
one based on conversion, cf. the section titled “extensionality” below). 
3. Models of EFL* (Frege structures) are based on models of I-calculus but need 
furthermore Truth and Falsity predicates, which are defined by mutual ordinal induction 
following the structural rules of the system. 
4. The interpretation of EFL* terms in Frege structures relies on a semi-Godel- 
like encoding of constants, while the interpretation of (the few) MT constants follows 
semantic intuitions. 
5. EFL* admits monotonous (even Ic-continuous) models, but monotonicity is of 
no use in EFL*. Indeed relevant monotonicity is ruled out in EFL* at the level of 
axiomatisation. Also Truth (and Falsity) are non-monotonic concepts in the semantics 
of EFL*, while they are monotonic in that of MT. 
6. Finally one can also say that extensionality has a more semantic and deeper 
meaning in MT than in EFL*. 
1.6.4. The language of EFL* 
The terms of EFL* are those of A-calculus with the following primitive constants 
added: =, N, P, A, V, +, ‘d, 3, 4, and K. Note that = is really a term in EFL*. The 
intended meaning of the non-logical constants is: N is the class of integers, P the class 
of propositions, + a well-ordering of the universe, and K is an inaccessible cardinal. 
The behaviour of constants is axiomatised by rules in a natural deduction style. In 
what follows, 0 and 1 are Church integers. 
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1.6.5. Derivability and provability 
EFL” derives or “proves” terms. Let us call all terms of form = AB “term-equations”. 
We denote them [A = B] in infix notation. Similarly there are (term-)inequations 
[A # B], where # is the term J_x.ly.([x= y] =+ [0= 11). Thus EFL* is able to 
prove term-equations [,4 = B] as well as term-inequations [A # B]; in the first case 
we will say that A and B are provably equal and in the second that they are provably 
unequal. 
MT derives equations A = B between terms of MT, but neither = nor A = B are terms 
in MT, and inequations and contradictions do not belong to the scope of MT. Among 
others, MT is able to derive equations of the form A = T; one will say that the corre- 
sponding A’s are the “provable” or “provably true” terms of MT. 
It is obvious from this latter definition (by the transitivity of = in MT) that any 
two provable terms of MT are provably equal. 
By way of contrast it is easy to find, as follows, two EFL*-terms A and B which 
are provable, and provably unequal: 
Given any provable term A, e.g. [O=O], we may choose any term B such that the 
term-equation [B = [A #B]] is provable: since # is a definable term of EFL*, and 
since = is an internalised /3q-equivalence, such a term can be found via a fixed point 
combinator. It is rather easy to show from the rules of EFL* that B and [A #B] are 
provable. 
1.6.6. The role of A.-calculus in EFL* 
Besides the management of logical substitution via the encoding of quantifiers in a 
semi-Giidel encoding way, A-calculus is used for the definition of class-membership, 
in the traditional way recalled in Section 1.3, and for class formation. 
As already mentioned, there exists a syntactic translation of ZFC into EFL*. There, 
set-membership is a defined concept as in MT: two terms E’ and = ’ are defined as 
double fixed points of EFL*-combinators (cf. [ 13, p. 891). However, the idea underlying 
Ed is the traditional view of set-membership as application and, hence, is dual to that 
of MT. 
The formalisation of set membership in EFL* is much heavier than in MT since the 
ordinal inductive definition of V (including a name for K) is part of the definition of 
E’ and = ‘. The role of V in EFL* is similar to the role of @ in MT. 
1.6.7. Computational motivation 
All terms in MT have a computational motivation. The computational motivation of 
i,-abstraction, functional application, T and if are obvious as these constructs are directly 
implementable on machine. The computational motivation of J_ is also obvious in 
the sense that it represents infinite looping. Machine implementations of A-abstraction, 
functional application, T and if are “complete” in the following sense: If A is a term 
built up from the above then A = I in the canonical models built in Section 8 iff 
computation of A never ends (cf. Appendix B). Furthermore, if A # -L then computation 
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of A will in finite time determine whether or not A = T (i.e. whether or not A is “true”). 
The remaining constructs r$ and E of MT are not computable by machine but their 
properties are still motivated in a computational setting. Both 4 and E can be thought 
of as parallel operators that start up infinitely many processes in parallel. This is of 
course impossible on a finite computer, but still motivates the properties assigned to 
these operators. 
In particular, the semantics of all terms of MT are born monotonic. 
In contrast, EFL* has several constructs whose semantics is alien to computation, 
to begin with = and N which are interpreted by total predicates in Frege structures, 
which makes it impossible to them to be monotonic. 
It is worth noting that I-calculus plays a very active role in MT and that surprisingly 
many concepts can be represented by computable functions (i.e. without using E and 
4). As an example, the set w of positive integers is represented by a computable 
function in A.3. Subsets of o are representable by computable functions iff they are 
recursively enumerable. Also some sets of larger cardinality such as the power set of o 
is representable by computable functions. In [ 171, the union set axiom is proved using 
a computable function as union set operator, and a computable power set operator is 
deviced though it is not used in the actual proof of the power set axiom. 
1.68. The role of monotonicity 
As a matter of fact monotonicity is of no real use for EFL*; this is confirmed by the 
fact that EFL* can be modelled by a Frege structure based on Plotkin’s model [29], 
which is anti-monotonic by essence (any non-trivial partial order on it contradicts the 
monotonicity of application since any two elements of the model are separable, which 
implies that they can be exchanged by a representable function). In fact, monotonicity 
is ruled out already at the level of the axiomatisation of EFL*, since discrete classes, 
which are the basic concept of the set theoretical axioms, can only be interpreted 
by separable sets of elements, and hence in any monotonous semantics, by sets of 
incompatible elements. 
There is some flavour of this too in our semantics of MT since the 6(G”), which 
are also sets of incompatible elements, happen to be important tools. However they do 
not appear at all at the level of syntax, even in an implicit way. Furthermore, at the 
semantic level they appear only as tools in the proof that there exists an open set which 
is a solution of the GCP. The same remark applies to our strict arrow + o, which can 
be viewed as the semantic MT-counterpart of the syntactic EFL*-arrow ---f *. 
1.69. Extensionality 
Equality in ZFC is semantically defined thus: Two sets are equal if they contain the 
same elements. In other words, two sets A and B are equal if the truth value of x EA 
equals the truth value of x E B for all x. This is often referred to as extensionality. 
The important thing to note here is that equality of sets is defined from the simpler 
concept of equality of truth values. 
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Equality in MT is defined semantically in much the same way, but the definition is 
complicated by two things: first, MT includes a third truth value I, second, MT treats 
truth values as defined rather than as fundamental concepts. In the following, a map 
will be said to have the truth value “true” if it equals T, “undefined” if it equals 1, 
and “false” in all other cases. Two maps U and V will be said to satisfy U ++ V if 
they have the same truth value. Now, two sets A and B were equal if 
for all sets x. Similarly, two maps f and g are equal if 
j-x, . . . x, * gxi . ..x. 
for all na0 and all maps xi,...,x,. In conclusion, equality in MT is conceptually 
based on a semantic notion of extensionality. 
In R-calculus and EFL* there is also a property called extensionality, namely the 
property that if Ax = Bx for all x then A = B. This holds both in Aq-calculus and in 
EFL* (and it almost holds in MT; in MT it is necessary to assume that A and B differ 
from T and I). This kind of extensionality is different from that of ZFC, however. The 
extensionality of ZFC links equality of sets with the simpler concept of equality of truth 
values, and thereby defines equality of sets from a simpler concept. The extensionality 
of i,-calculus and EFL* links function equality with function equality itself, so this 
kind of extensionality does not define function equality from a simpler concept. 
The equality in EFL* resembles the syntactic P-equivalence more than the semantic 
ZFC-equality. One place this shows up is in the example with the provable terms A 
and B in EFL* which are provably unequal. 
In EFL*, the second kind of extensionality is axiomatised by Ax = Bx t A = B. 
In MT, it is axiomatised by A = B k ix .A =1x. B. In ,$calculus, it is typically 
axiomatised by one of these two formulations. The present paper considers the version 
of MT presented in [ 171, and in that version there is no formalisation of the first kind 
of extensionality. The first kind of extensionality has been formalised in [ 171. 
1.6. IO. Final remark 
That the intended semantics of MT is monotonous from the beginning does not rule 
out the possibility that MT could admit a non-monotonic one. In particular one could 
ask whether the methods of Plotkin [29] could be exploited to provide a model of MT, 
as they can be to give a model to Flagg-Myhill’s systems. The QND inference rule 
is the first obstacle to be passed, while the stronger extensionality rule of EFL* gives 
for free a Church-Rosser conversion underlying il-calculus, namely ilq-conversion. 
2. The Jc-denotational semantics 
From now on K is a regular cardinal >o (cf. [7] for definitions of “regular” and 
“inaccessible”). For any cardinal x, x-small will mean: non-empty and of cardinal@ 
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strictly less than x; we will only use it for x = K and x = (r where o is an inaccessible 
below IC. 01, /I,. . . denote ordinals. (Note that all concepts written in italics occur in the 
index). 
I 
PFJE) will denote the set of x-small subsets of the set E; if x is regular, P’,(E) is 
closed under unions of X-small families. 
A p.o 9 is a partially ordered set, (D, < ). We use x E 9 and x C 9 as shorthand 
for x f I) and x C D, respectively. Elements and subsets of B will be denoted by the 
letters u, v and A,B, U, G,H, respectively. A set of compatible lements is just a subset 
of 9 which has an upper bound in 9, such a set is also called consistent or a bounded 
subset of 9 in the literature. 
Further notations: q means {u 1 u 3 u}, [bul means {u 1 zi d u}, q means U{ tu 1 
LEG} and q means U{ Jtk / u E G}. (Note that all boxed entities occur in the index). 
2.1. K-cpo’s and Ic-continuous functions 
A C 9 is K-directed if A # @ and every K-small B C A is bounded by an element 
of A. A is a strict k--directed set if moreover it has no maximal element (note that a 
K-directed set has at most one maximal element}. 
53 is a IC-cpo (a ‘Ic-complete p.o’) if it has a bottom (denoted I, or simply J_ if 
there is no ambiguity) and every K-directed A has a sup; it is a u-ccpo (for ‘consistently 
K-complete p.0’) if moreover every bounded A has a sup. It follows immediately from 
the definition that in a K-ccpo every non-empty set A has an inf. 
The ~-topology is the topology over 3 whose open sets are the subsets U of 9 
such that (i) tJ = ?U and (ii) sup A E U implies A n U # 0, for all K--directed A. 
Fact 2.1.1. Any intersection of a k--small fhmily of open sets is open. 
Thus, the u-topology is the usual Scott topology. The ~-continuous functions that 
we are going to define now are exactly the continuous unctions for the hc-topology. 
Let 9 and & be u-cpos, then f : 9 -+ d is x-continuous iff f (supA) = sup f (A), 
for all non-empty K-directed A; [9 -+ 6?lK will denote the space of all x-continuous 
functions on 9, endowed with the pointwise ordering of functions, while 9 x & is the 
Cartesian product (with coordinate-wise partial ordering). It is easy to see that both 
are K-cpo's, and that, as in the w-case, we are working here with a ‘Cartesian closed 
category (ccc) with enough points’, in particular, for any three cpos 9, & and 9 the 
canonical function from [9 x 8+9], to [.9 + [6 + 9”]& is a rc-isomorphism, i.e. 
a bijective u-continuous function the inverse of which is K-continuous too. Note that a 
rc-isomorphism is nothing more than an order-isomorphism between cpos. A few cate- 
gorical words will be employed, either for ease of terminology, or to make links with 
some standard framework, but no knowledge of category theory is really needed here. 
Remarks. 1. f : 9 -+ 8 is ic-continuous iff it is monotone and f(supA) < sup f (A) for 
all non-empty k--directed A. 
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2. If K < K’ and $9 is a p.o, then all K-‘-directed A & 9 are K-directed, so, if 9 is 
a K-cpo, then 9 is a rc’-cpo, and Ic-continuous functions of 9 are Ic’-continuous; in 
particular w-continuous functions are ic-continuous for all K. This has to be contrasted 
with the framework of [27, 151, where CO- and q-continuity are independent notions. 
3. If 9 has no strict K-directed subset, which is in particular the case if 191 < K, 
then the k-continuous functions are exactly the monotone functions. 
The notion of a premodel of map theory that we will define in Section 3 will rely on 
the more restricted class of rc-Scott domains. This will enable us to keep a control on 
the width of the open subsets needed to model 4, and on C$ itself. This limited size of 
4 will in turn enable us to model E; we will also need sups of bounded subsets. So the 
notions of Ic-compact elements, and of K-algebraic and K-Scott domains, are essential 
for our purpose. This is not the case for that of prime elements, k--prime algebraic 
domains, and traces of rc-continuous functions, which, from a purely deductive point 
of view, could as well have been omitted; their presence below is due to the fact 
that they enlighten the construction of the premodel in Section 8 (which is indeed a 
k-prime algebraic domain), and, of course, as their classical analogues, they are basic 
tools for further developments. 
2.2. u-compact elements and k-Scott domains 
A k-compact element of a K-cpo 9 is an element u E 9 such that, for all K-directed 
A, u <sup(A) implies u<v for some v E A (thus the Ic-compact elements are exactly 
the elements u of D such that tu is open). q is the set of rc-compact elements and 
I 
.ICu = lu n gc. We will constantly use the following easy fact: 
Fact 2.2.1. ?BC is closed under sups of u-small subsets. 
Note that we do not intend here that such sups always exist. 
A cpo 9 is k-algebraic if, for all u E 9, lCu is K-directed and u = sup .l,u. AS in 
the w-case we have: 
Fact 2.2.2. If 9 is n-algebraic, then f is k-continuous ifs f(u) = sup f (&). 
Fact 2.2.3. If 9 is u-algebraic, then the following are equivalent for any subset G 
of9 
G is open (2) 
G=rG andVu~G:Gn&#0 (3) 
3H~LBC:G=TH (so IIcGn% and G=T(Gn%)) (4) 
Moreover, even if the cpo 9 is not algebraic, G is open ifsI for all fixed v # I 
ho is continuous, (5) 
where XG : 9 --t 9 is the function which takes value v on G and _L elsewhere. 
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A K-ccpo 9 is a rc-Scott domain iff for all u E $3, u = sup 4,~. 
Since in any K-ccpo .l,u is x-directed (and is strictly directed iff u #G&a,>, the 
K-Scott domains are exactly the K-algebraic K-ccpo’s. ~-Scott domains are closed under 
products or spaces of rc-continuous functions, and form also a ccc. 
Remark. If 9 is K-algebraic and if ]9C] <K, then every strict K-directed A C 9 has 
a cofinal k--chain (of compact elements) and in such a 9 it is enough to define 
rc-continuity via a commutation with sups of K--chains. Here a k--chain S is a mono- 
tone sequence indexed by K, and S is cofinal to some rc-directed A if A & IS and 
sups = supA (we do not ask for S CA). Such a presentation has been chosen e.g. 
in [24] (w-topology) and [27] (WI-topology). The model we build in Section 8 (JC- 
topology) satisfies also this strong hypothesis. 
2.3. Pointwise sups and infs 
A step in proving that [9 + d], is a K-Scott domain if 9 and 6 are to show: 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let 3 and d be rc-Scott domains. Then the pointwise sup of any 
bounded subset B of [9 + ~$1, is K-continuous and hence is the sup of B in [$3 --f ~$1,. 
The analogue for infs is 
Lemma 2.3.2. If B is a Ic-small non-empty subset of [9 + &I, then the pointwise inf, 
infB, of the elements of B is x-continuous, and thus is the inf of B in [D + EIK. 
Proof. Let f = infB and a = sup A where A is a x-directed subset of 9. We have to 
prove that f(a)<sup{f(u)~u~A}; and for this it is sufficient to prove that for any 
Ic-compact u < f (a) there is a v E A such that u d f (v). Now u<g(a) for all g E B; 
since the g’s are continuous there are vy E A such that u d g(v,); now, the set of all 
vy ‘s is k--small, hence bounded by a v E A; by monotonicity of the g’s we have u <g(v) 
for all g, hence u d f (v). 0 
2.4. K-Prime algebraic domains 
A prime element of a K-ccpo 9 is an element u E 9 such that, for all bounded A, 
u d sup A implies u d v for some v E A. Thus prime elements of a K-ccpo are u-compact, 
and _L is prime. Exercise: An element pi 9 is prime iff it is k--compact and, for all 
bounded K-small B C 9, we have u 9 sup B + u < v for some v E B. 
Remark. Prime elements need not be minimal in 9 - {I}, nor incomparable. 
Notations. Sp is the set of prime elements of 9, and .l,,u = lu n gp. 
0 0 
Definition. A K-Scott domain is x-prime algebraic if for all u E 9, u = sup .l,u. 
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It is easy to see that in K--prime algebraic domains the rc-compact elements are exactly 
the sups of the K-small bounded sets of prime elements. (The non-trivial direction uses 
the fact that if 9 is rc-Scott and A C 9 is bounded, then sup A = sup d(A) where d(A) 
is the K-directed set whose elements are the sups of rc-small families of elements 
of A). 
Preordered coherent spaces (PCS’S), as defined in Section 8, will convey the sig- 
nificant part of the structure of the gp’s associated with simple K--prime algebraic 
domains 9. 
Remarks. If K<K’ and if 9 is a K-cpo then 63 is a K’-cpo, as we have already seen. 
Now K-compact elements of ~3 are obviously rc’-compact and the Ic’-compact elements 
of 9 are the sups of rc’-small sets of compatible k--compact elements. This ensures 
that the set of rc’-compact elements below some ZJ E 9 is k-‘-directed. Hence, if $33 
is JC-Scott, then 9 is rc’-Scott. In particular, for every K, every compact element is 
K-compact, every Scott domain is a K-Scott domain and every prime-algebraic domain 
is a k--prime algebraic domain. 
2.5. Truces of continuous functions 
Suppose that $3 is a Ic-Scott-domain. From the fact that any function f : 9 + 9 is 
indeed a graph and that 9 is K-algebraic, we have that any function f is determined 
by: 
z-,(f)={(u,u)E~ x %!l~off(u)l 
If f is Ic-continuous, and since the v’s are compact, it is sufficient to consider: 
T2(f)={(%~)E% x %l~Gf(u)) 
If moreover 23 is k--prime algebraic, then it is sufficient to know: 
The pairs (u,v) are in oneeone correspondence with the ‘step functions’ E,,, (E,,,(X) 
= u if x au and E,,,(X) = I otherwise). The trace of sU,+, ordered by (u’, a’) <(u”, 1;“) 
iff U’ 2.” and u’<u” (which corresponds to the pointwise ordering of step functions 
Q,v 3 w, 0’1 ), contains (24,~) as maximal element. 
2.6. ReJlexive K-cpo’s and the interpretation of A-calculus 
As we already mentioned, K-Scott domains (or K-cpo’s) and ic-continuous functions 
form a ccc (with ‘enough points’), say the K-CCC. Now, any reflexive object of such 
a ccc (and not only solutions of (1)) can model pure (i.e. untyped) l-calculus; let us 
tell what reflexive means in the case of the JC-ccc (the general definition can easily be 
extrapolated). 
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In particular 1 is injective and A is surjective. 
Then there is a standard way to interpret terms of I-calculus, where parameters in 
9 are allowed (sketched in Section 3, cf. also [4, Chapter 5, Paragraph 4]), and (8) 
ensures that any two p-equivalent terms get the same interpretation. 
If furthermore 2 o A = id, then 9 Z [Q + 91K, the model is called extensional, and 
any two n-equivalent terms get the same interpretation. Solving (1) amounts to finding 
an almost extensional reflexive model of A-calculus, ‘almost’ getting here a totally 
accurate meaning if we take into consideration the two small elementary axioms of 
map theory which specify the applicative behaviour of _L and T. 
The coding of unary continuous functions in 9 by means of 1 generalises to n-ary 
k-continuous functions as follows: we define 2” : [9” -+ 91K -+ 9 by induction on n: 
1’ = I, and 2n+*(f[xi , . . . ,x,+1]) = A(ul ++ P(~[uI,x~, . . . ,x,,+l])). Indeed we can 
easily prove, by induction, that L” is well-defined and k-continuous (using that a k-ary 
function is Ic-continuous iff it is component-wise K-continuous). 
Notations. Finite sequences of elements of 9 are denoted by 5, ti, etc. and the length 
of U by e( ii). We will use the following simplified notation of application: 
un = A(u)(u) 
uv=uvl “.V, if fi=(vi,... u,) and n>l 
UV=U if e(E)=0 
uwfi=(uw)fi 
With this notation, and a repeated use of (8) we get: 
Fact 2.6.1. For any f E [9’ + L31K and any ii E 9’ we have 
P(f)q . . . hI=f(~l,...,hd. 
3. Jc-Continuous premodels 
? and 1 are two objects of the universe (sets), which are not sets of pairs, and 
hence are not functions (graphs). 
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Definition. For any rc-Scott domain (8, <) such that T,l @S we denote by ml 
the ~-Scott domain (a’, < ‘) such that 8’ = 8 u {i, _i} and x < ‘y iff x = i or x = JJ = 7 
or (x,y~&’ and x<y). 
3.1. Premodels 
Definition. A K-continuous premodel of map theory, or simply a premodel, is a triple 
9 = (&,A, x) where ~2’ is a u-Scott domain and 
are two inverse order-isomorphisms. 
Notation. II) =_ I A, hence -L=](i); q = I(?); q = JZ\ {I,T}. Elements of .H 
are called maps, and elements of 9 proper maps. 
The root function q : A -+ A is defined by r(l) = I, r(T) = T, and r(u) =a 
E Rx.T if u is a proper map. Using Fact 3.1.1 below it is easy to prove that r is K- 
continuous and that r commutes with all existing sups and with infs of K-small bounded 
subsets. The definition of r was a key one in the original consistency proof where Y 
operates on terms of map theory and where the definition of Y takes up all of p. 95 
in [ 171. The model construction in the present paper is, structurally, considerably more 
simple and conceptual than the original one among other because it is based on u- 
denotational semantics instead of a syntactic definition of r. 
The following fact will be used constantly. 
Fact 3.1.1. (a) For all bounded, and hence for all K-directed, BG 4, we have 
supB=T ifs B=(T) or B={T,J-} 
supB=l ifs B=(l) or B=0 
supB~9 ifs BCBU{_L} andBrlg#0 
(b) For all non-empty B 5 JH, we have: 
infB = T ifs B=(T) 
infB=-L ifs IEB or (TEB and Bn5#0) 
infB E 9 ifs BC9 
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by A(u)=~(u) if u is a proper map, A(l.)=x H I, and A(T) =x H T; A(f) = l(f) 
for any rc-continuous function f. It is very easy to prove, using Fact 3.1.1(a): 
Lemma 3.1.2. (A’, A, 1) is a reflexive rc-Scott domain. 
We also have: 
Lemma 3.1.3. A and i are inverse u-isomorphisms between the p.o’s B and 
[A + JflK. 
The premodel we build in Section 8 is a strong premodel in the sense that 2 (or, 
equivalently, A, because of Fact 3.1.1) is additive (in the sense that it commutes 
with all existing sups) and commutes with infs of non-empty K-small subsets. Strong 
premodels have some nice supplementary properties (cf. the exercise in Section 6.1 for 
an example). 
We now adopt the simplified notations introduced in Section 2.6: uv for (A(u))(v) 
and its generalisation to uB.Ax.f[x] for A(f), and 1x1 . ..x., .f[xi,...,xJ for A”(f) if 
f is n-ary. q zIx.Ay.xy, so for all uE&?, F’u=Ay.uyE9. 
Lemma 3.1.4. For all u E Jz’, Tu = T and lu = 1. 
Lemma 3.1.5 (SQND). 9 = {U ( F’u = a} = {a I3v : F’v = a}. 
Proof. The two sets are included in 9 (already seen). Conversely, suppose u E 9, 
then F’u = ly.uy = n(y H A(u)(y)) = &A(u)) = a. 0 
Lemma 3.1.6 (Weak extensional@). For all u, v E .P, u<v (u = v) iff Vx E &Z: 
ux<vx (vxE~:ux=vx). 
From Lemmas 3.1.4 and 3.1.6 one can deduce the following easy facts, which are 
left as exercises. 
Fact 3.1.7. (a) The sequence 2x1 . . x, . I, n E N, is an increasing sequence of elements 
of 9. 
(b) The elements 2x1 . . .x,, .T, n E N, are incompatible maximal elements of F. 
(c) 2x1 . . .x,.l<Ax, . . .x,,.T ifSmdn. 
For any U, v E A!‘, u o v E Ax .u(vx). Thus u o v is always a proper map; if moreover 
u, v E 9 and are respectively the codes of the functions f and g, then u o v is the code 
off 0 g. 
For UE&, GCA? definem={uxJxEG} and lu_‘={x(ux~G}. 
For u E A?, [m = {X]UX # I}. 
For u E &Z and H Ic-open, Hcdomu, the restriction of u to H is the code v of the 
K-continuous function f defined by f(x) = ux if x E H and I otherwise. 
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For G G A!, the characteristic function of G is the function a : A + A? which 
takes value T on G and I elsewhere; as already mentioned in Section 2.2, XG is 
rc-continuous iff G is K-open. 
3.2. Modelling i-calculus 
The formalism we use here, namely to work with terms with parameters, is the usual 
one in model theory. It is more convenient for algebraic computations than the use of 
open terms within environments, which is usual in theoretical computer science. It also 
allows us to keep close to the notation in [ 171. 
3.2.1. Language 
The three following sets are supposed to be disjoint. 
V” isa 
H %? is a A? isa 
countable set of variables x, y, . . 
set of constants c 
lc-cpo 
Finite sequences of variables (respectively of elements of A!) are denoted X, j 
(respectively, U, fi) and include the empty one. When necessary they are identified with 
their underlying set or the corresponding tuple. We only consider sequences of distinct 
variables. “For all X, ii” means “for all sequences X of distinct variables and all 
k E A(<“) such that e(U) = 6’(n)“. Here, Icy d enotes the length of the sequence ii. 
In the case of map theory, q = {-L,T,if,$,r} (th e underlining will be omitted soon). 
3.2.2. A-terms 
The set A.~,u of A-terms with constants in %? and parameters in A, or simply 
“l-terms” or even “terms”, is defined inductively by: 
Otherwise stated, /i~,q is the smallest set of terms containing Y U ‘8 U A?’ and closed 
under the usual operations of i-calculus. 
-c4, 99 and 9 always denote elements of A,M,w. 
FV(&) is the set of free variables in d. 
A, and A are the sets of those terms which do not contain elements of A! and 
A’ U V, respectively. Elements of A are also called pure A-terms. 
d&?, . . .GJ,,, is shorthand for (...((&&?i)95~).‘.9?~). 
3.2.3. Substitution 
[d/x, := d,,. . . ,x, := dm] is defined if the x; are distinct and no free variables of 
any &i occur bound in &; it is then the term resulting from the simultaneous substi- 
tution of the &i’s to all free occurrences of the corresponding xi. So [&/xi := ui,. . . , 
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X m := u,] makes sense for all &, and all X, ii, and will be abbreviated 
3.2.4. Calculus 
CI (renaming) and p conversions (or equivalences) are defined as usual. 
3.2.5. Interpretation of terms 
For a given interpretation j of constants in JL?, i.e. a function j: V -+ JZ, we define 
the interpretation m of all closed L-terms [d/X := iXJ by elements of J& 
by induction in the structural complexity of &‘. If FV(&‘) C X then 
I[&/X := iill = j(c) ifd=cE%? 
f Ui if d ZZ Xi E X 
=U - ifd=uE& 
E I[L%‘lX := ii](I[%?/X := iill ifdEB%? 
s&u H [[B/u := v]/X := U]) if d = 1y.g 
Interpretation 1 l I (which should in fact be denoted / l lj) is well defined and assigns 
the same interpretation to terms that are a- or P-equivalent like in the w-case. For a 
proof, mimic [4, Chapter V, Section 41. The point is to show: 
Fact 3.2.1. b’d E A,,,, ‘d’x, ii such that FV(&)c X, ii H [d/X := ii] is a K- 
continuous function. 
3.2.6. Notation for constants 
If we adopt the simplified notations of Section 2.6 for the “semantic operators” 2 
and A, then the only difference between a closed term of A,, and its interpretation 
in J&’ is that each c E %? is replaced by j(c). If we happen to keep the same notation 
for c and j(c) (for example c) then the same expression will denote as well a closed 
term and its interpretation in &‘. It will always be clear from the context what we are 
really meaning. We will do this in particular with map theory, whose constants are 
directly named I, T, if, g5 and E. 
3.2.7. Equations and inference rules 
Q and 4 will denote equations between terms of A_N,u and A& is the conjunction 
of the 4. If 8 =d = B then FV(&) = FV(d)UFV(B), and for all 2, ii, [&/lx := ii] G 
[d/X:= ii] = [B/X:= ii]. 
An inference rule is an object B of shape &I,. . . ,b, k 6’. FV(B) is the set of 
variables which are free in 81,. . . d,,, 8. 
An equational theory is a set of equations and rules of inferences, where terms range 
over LI,. 
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3.2.8. Satisfaction 
We are going to define (P, j) b E where E is either an equation, a finite conjunction 
of equations, or an inference rule. This has to be read: “the premodel .P satisfies E 
(w.r.t. j: %Z -+ A!)“. Let us first assume that (&)i<n is a set of equations between 
closed terms (&i E &i = Wi). Then 
(p,j) + A& 
means that Vi <n : (.di I= lSi?i 1 (in A). In the general case we define: 
(g,j) + A 4 
if VX > FV(A &)V ii : (CP,j) k l\[&/X := ii]. S’ mce the interpretation of a term depends 
only on the values given to its free variables, this definition is equivalent to the one 
obtained by replacing ‘V? by ‘3 X ‘. This equivalence is used implicitly in several 
places, e.g. to check that (9, j) /== Trans. 
Suppose now %’ is the rule 81,. . , 8, t &, then there are different ways in which 
(9, j) may satisfy 9’: the weakest is the following: 
(y,j) + .@ if (g,j) k A 6 * (g,j) k & 
The strongest is 
(9, j) b=s B if V’x > FV(W)V’ii : ((9, j) k /\ [G/X:= ii] + (9, j) + [l?/Z:=U] 
Of course there is no difference between the two notions if the premisses of 2 are 
closed. 
It is clear that to prove the consistency of map theory it is enough to prove that 
some rc-continuous premodel 9 satisfies all axioms, and weakly satisfies all rules (since 
e.g. 9 F I = T). Strong satisfaction has a much more semantic Ilavour but restriction 
to weak satisfaction (or intermediate versions like in [4], p.1001) is forced upon us by 
the rules Sub2 and Induction (cf. Appendix C). 
3.2.9. Non-monotonic implication 
An important shorthand used in map theory is the non-monotonic implication m. 
For any terms &‘i,. . . , d,,, Si?‘, g let &I,. . . , d,, + (93 = %?) denote the equation which 
is defined inductively by 
if n > 1. Furthermore, 
It is easy to see: 
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Fact 3.2.2. Let .GP be any premodel, &‘l,. . . , d,,, 97 E A.M,w and consider the following 
assertions: 
(a) P~&~,...,Lz?~ + %?. 
(b) V’x > FV(/\&i,%‘) V’ii : (9 k A[di/X I= ii] = T + 9 k [V/X := ii] ET). 
(c)P+/\~~=TTP+%?=TT. 
(d) P,/jcc&$=TT%=T. 
Then (a) H (b) + (c); (d) is a reformulation of(c) in case there is no parameters 
and finally (a) H (c) if all &i are closed terms of A,k,q. 
As a corollary we have for the parameter free case: 
Fact 3.2.3. For all ~41,. . . , AX?,,, V E A, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Y/=Jz~~,...,J& -t@ 
(b) P~~l\(d~=TT)k%‘=T 
3.3. Modelling the A-calculus axioms of map theory and the QND’-principle 
The fact that 9 is a model of i-calculus as seen (but not formulated) in Section 
3.2, can be rephrased by saying that, whatever j we will choose, (P’, j) will satisfy 
all those A-calculus axioms of map theory which contain no explicit mention of the 
constants. These axioms (Trans, Subl,2, Apply2 and Rename [cf. Appendix Cl), are 
of course the usual A-calculus axioms if we restrict ~2, 98 and V to range over pure 
A-terms. 
Suppose now we choose j such that j(l) = I and j(I) = T. Then it is easy to check 
that the axioms Apply1 and Apply3 are satisfied and that the inference rule QND’ is 
strongly satisfied. For the latter we write out the (trivial) proof only for the case where 
FV(9) = {x}. 
We have to show that for all u E JJ’, if (9, j) satisfies 
[[&‘=a/~:=T]/x:=u], i.e. [_& = &?jx := T] 
[[LX2 = L&?/x := II/x := u], i.e. [S=a/x:=l_] 
[[JzZ = g/x := F’(x)]/x := u], i.e. [JZ! =98/x := F’(U)] 
then (9”, j) satisfies: [& =.68/x := u]. But this is immediate from SQND. 
To satisfy the Select1,2,3 axioms it is clearly sufficient to interpret if by the code 
if E J3(If) of the ternary K-continuous function If: A3 + A defined by 
1 
V if n=T, 
If(qu,w)= w if 24 EF;, 
I if u=l. 
To prove that If is Ic-continuous it is sufficient to check it w.r.t. each component. For 
the first component this follows from Fact 3.1.1. For the other two it is clear; indeed, 
when two components, including the first one, are fixed, then If acts on the last as the 
identity or as a constant map. In conclusion we have: 
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Lemma 3.3.1. Any premodel 9 can be expanded to a model of the I-calculus axioms 
of map theory and of QND’. 
3.4. Interpretation of propositional calculus in a premodel 
The simple definitions below are transparent if we consider that T codes “truth”, I 
“undefinedness”, and any proper map, in particular F z 2x.T, represents “falsehood”. 
The usual propositional connectives 1, A, V, =+-, H$, are in map theory translated 
into terms 4, & i/, 3, and 6, respectively, of nif,T (cf. [17, p. 161). We are only 
interested in those which occur in the axioms, namely 
r\ s Ax.Ay.ifx(ifyTF)(if y FF) 
4 G Ax.if x FT 
The interpretation of these two terms are Ic-continuous functions which are strict in all 
arguments (f is strict in x if x = J- implies f(x) = I); they behave as expected on T 
and F, and make no difference between F and other elements of 9. Two other terms 
that occur in the axioms are 
z G Ax.if x TF 
! E Ax.ifxlT 
The interpretation of M and ! are the functions “root” and the characteristic function 
of J! \ {I}, respectively. 
Remark. Let Map, consist of the I-calculus axioms and QND’, and let ~3 be the term 
of nif I T obtained by replacing all connectives in the formula p of (two-valued) 
propositional calculus by the corresponding term of map theory (7 by 4, A by A, etc. 
and propositional variables are viewed in fi as A-term variables). It is easy to prove: 
. . . 
l p 1s stnct w.r.t. all its free variables. 
l If p and q have exactly the same free variables, then p H q is a tautology in 
propositional calculus iff Map, k xlj = ~4. 
l If p is not a propositional variable, then Map, t M@ = p. 
Example. The following formulas are provable in Map, (and map theory in general): 
xAy=yAx, xAx=Mx, 17x=%x, +(x A y) = Ax i/ +y etc and, hence, &A B = 
g/i d, ++&‘= SK@’ etc are also provable, for any terms d and 59 or & (or ~,A,w 
if we work with a premodel). 
A formula like x V -JX H T is an example of tautology where the two sides do not 
have exactly the same free variables and where the corresponding equation x i/ Ix = T 
fails for x = 1. To represent such formulas in map theory one may use e.g. the con- 
struct ! like in xi/ Ax = !x. A more general result is: p is a tautology iff Map, t- 
z:p = !xi A. . . rix,, where XI , . . .,x, are the free variables of p. 
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Remark. Let g be any premodel, and let -01, @‘, &t , . . . , dn E A.x,q. Then the following 
is true in 9 (for the interpretations of terms). 
d/iB=T iff &‘=T and @=T 
&/iB=l iff d=-Lorg=l 
d~B=F otherwise 
l&=T iff de9 
_;_QZ=F iff &=T 
+Z=_l_ iff &=I 
Remark. The embedding of propositional calculus presented above shows the semantic 
flavour of map theory compared to pure I-calculus: No terms /i, T, F of pure I-calculus, 
{T, F} separable, can satisfy T /i T = T, T r\ F = F /i F = F and x /i y = y /ix. The ability 
to present propositional calculus this way in MT depends on the introduction of T and 
if. 
Remark. Strict definitions for the logical connectives were chosen in order to make 
tautologies like x r\ y = y Ax carry over directly. However, non-strict logical connec- 
tives are useful in certain cases. As an example, Appendix C defines a non-strict logical 
“and”, x:y, which is used indirectly in several axioms. Logical connectives like parallel 
or, 0, which satisfy e.g. T 3 -L = T, I \j T=T and F 0 F = F were avoided in MT for 
computational reasons. Even though a construct like 0 is computable, it introduces a 
lot of trouble to include it in a programming language and it is virtually useless to the 
programmer. Parallel or, 3, exists in the k-continuous semantics, so it could be added 
to MT without loss of consistency. 
4. Relative interpretation of E and 4, and of predicate calculus in a premodel 
Here K is any regular cardinal >w. Let q g & satisfy 
@ = f@, @ essentially k-small, J_ $ @ (9) 
@ is essentially k-small if there is a K--small q such that Y C @ = tul. Hence, we 
may assume 
@ = TY, Y rc-small,, I $! Y (IO) 
We define E and q5 relative to @ and verify the predicate calculus axioms of map 
theory for arbitrary @ satisfying (9) and T E @. In Section 7 we fix Q, to obtain a 
model of all of map theory. 
4.1. Interpretation of 8 
Let p be a choice function on @, i.e. a function p : P(G) + @ such that p(A) E A 
for all non-empty subsets A of @. The existence of p follows from the axiom of choice. 
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Define e : Jtf -+ @ U {_L,T} by 
I iff lEu@ 
e(u) = T iff u@sP 
p({x~@ 1 u.x = T}) otherwise, i.e. if T E u@ 9 I 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let u,v E A’. Zfe(u) # _L and ubv then e(u)=e(v). 
Proof. If I E u@ then e(u) = I <e(v). If u@ c 9 then v@ 2 Tu@ C F and e(u) = e(v) 
=T. Now assume TEU@+J_. We have ux=T + vx=T and UXE~JVXES so 
TEV@ $ I, ux=T@ vx=T and e(u)=e(v). 0 
Lemma 4.1.2. e is Jc-continuous. 
Proof. We first show that dome = {eu 1 u # I} is open. Indeed dome = {U 1 @C 
dom u} = {u ( Y C dom u} (since dom u = fdom u) = n {OX 1 x E Y}, where 0, = {U 1 
ux # I}. Thus dome appears as the intersection of a rc-small family of open sets, 
which is enough to conclude that dome is open. 
We now prove that e is rc-continuous (same argument as for Lemma 6.2.2 later 
on). We have to show that e(sup B) < sup eB for any K-directed B. Without loss of 
generality we suppose e(supB) # 1. Since dome is open there is some b E B such 
that eb # I; since b d sup B we have e(sup B) = eb < sup eB. 0 
Definition. E E A(e) will be the interpretation in J?’ of the constant E in map theory 
(Hilbert’s epsilon operator). Note that the definition of E depends on @. E will satisfy 
some axioms of map theory regardless of the choice of @. In Section 7 we fix @ such 
that E satisfies all axioms of map theory. 
The following lemmas are direct consequences of the definition of E: 
Lemma 4.1.3 (Ackerman’s axiom). For all u, v E ~4’: 
[Vx E @ : r(ux) = r(vx)] =s EU = FV 
Lemma 4.1.4. For all u E ~2’: 
u(m)=-L if IEu@ 
u(~u)E.9 ifs u@C_5P 
u(Eu)=T ifs T~uQi$l 
4.2. Quantifiers 
Definitions. 3 s J.z.M(z(.Ez)) is a term of A,. For all terms &E ,4,,,. we define the 
terms EX.S?, h.d and vx.& of /i~,q as follows: 
EX.d = E(,tX.d) 
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The following are provable using only the lambda-calculus axioms of map theory: 
ix.& = ~[~/x:=&(~X.~)] 
tj,.Jzz = M[Jzz/X:=&(~X.~~)] 
The following lemmas are straightforward consequences of Lemma 4.1.4: 
Lemma 4.2.1. For all A! E A.H,M such that FV(d) S(X), h.d equals 1, T or F in 
~87 and: 
Lemma 4.2.2. For all d E A,,, such that FV(d) C(x), \j,. d equals I, T or F in 
A! and 
4.3. Satisfaction of predicate calculus axioms 
In addition to (9) and (10) we now assume 
(11) 
Now @ = l!P is K-open so ~0 is Ic-continuous. Define 
For any u E A, &J = T if u E @J and C#HJ = I otherwise; in particular, for any closed 
dEAA?,W, 
.c? /= &z! = T iff (the interpretation of) &’ is in @ 
9 /= &! = _L otherwise 
Theorem 4.3.1. The first order predicate calculus axioms of map theory are satisjed 
in any u-continuous premodel 9, provided I, T, if, E and 4 are interpreted as above 
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and provided that (lo), (11) and T E @ hold: 
Q; : 9x.4 c&k%’ 4 [sd/x:=9l] 
Q2 : ~x.d=~x.(~xr,d) 
Q3 : $(~x.d)=Vx.!d 
Q: : %c.d ---t ~x.!d 
Q5 : ~x.d=~x.(c#dd) 
The intuition behind each axiom is quite clear: Qi says that v quantifies over no 
less than Qi and Qs that v quantifies over no more than @; in conjunction they say 
that 9 quantifies over @. Q2 says that E merely depends on d for x E @ and merely 
depends on the root of &. Hence, QZ both expresses Ackerman’s axiom and expresses 
that E ‘quantifies’ over no more than @. Q3 says that EX.~ is defined iff d is defined 
on any x E 4, and then belongs to @. Among other, this means that E ‘quantifies’ over 
no more than @. Qi says that if h .d is true then d is defined all over @. 
When writing [17], Q4 and Qs were added late in the development in order to get 
two important proofs through. This has made the collection of quantification axioms 
somewhat peculiar and redundant. 
Axiom Q’, above differs from that of [17] in that the premisses of + are reversed. 
Axiom Qi above differs from Q4 in [ 171 which says h. d ---f 4(&x.&) (if there exists 
an x E CD that satisfies &, then EX. J&’ is such an x and, in particular, belongs to @). 
Q4 and Qi are equivalent assuming Q3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. To check that 9 satisfies the Q-axioms we work, as usual, 
with closed terms of A,,, instead of working with open terms of A,. We freely use 
the fact that 9 satisfies the I-calculus axioms (cf. Section 3.3) and, in particular, we 
use the last remark of Section 3.4. We prove Q{, Q2 and Qs, and leave Qi and QS as 
easy exercises. 
Q’,: Suppose $‘x.&’ = T and 8 E @. Then, for all u E @, [J$‘/x:=u] = T (Lemma 
4.2.2). In particular, [&/x:=9] =T. 
Q2: It is enough to prove that for all u E @J we have: r((nx.&)u)=r((1~.(4xr;d)>u) 
(cf. Lemma 4.1.3 (Ackerman’s axiom)). But this is equivalent to r([d/x:=u])= 
r([ral/x:=u]A&), which is trivially true since &J = T. 
Q3: !d E if&X and, hence, vx. !d, has value I or T in .M, and this is also 
the case for &.sx.zZ). Now 4(.sx.&‘)=T iff &X.&E@ iff (nx.~&‘)u # I for all 
u E Qi (here we use T E @); thus &EX.&) = T iff, for all u E @, if[d/x:=u]TT = T 
iff vx.ifdlT=T. 0 
Remark. We could recover that 9 satisfies all theorems of (usual) predicate calculus, 
provided the connectives and the quantifiers are replaced by their dotted version and 
that free variables, if any, are limited to range over @. This could in fact be done for 
predicate calculus over any signature, and is true in fact for any possible modelisation 
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of map theory, since there is a syntactic translation of predicate calculus into map 
theory [18, p. 8; 18, p. 601 
But we have not yet been restrictive enough on Q, so as to ensure that this inter- 
pretation of predicate calculus is faithful [at this stage we could have cf, = Y = {T} or 
@ = Y = {T, F}] and of course it is not the case: 
Example 1. Suppose Ju-‘/ < w (which is necessarily the case if K= w since Y’ is 
K--small). Then we would have, for any &’ E AA,u: 9 j== h, 3 ~~~~.[[d/x:=x~]r\ .-.A 
[d/x:=x,]ikx.d], where n = IY[. 
Example 2. Suppose T is not in @. Then 9 /= ‘&‘y .(x/\y&x0y). 
On the contrary, 4~ cannot be too rich: CD is already bounded to be essentially Ic-small; 
on the other hand, requirements like 3,x.x E @ would contradict the well-foundedness 
axioms of map theory (syntactic point of view) and the set theoretic properties of the 
model (semantic point of view). The idea behind @ is that (@, &) is a model of ZFC 
for a particular term 6 of &. For that particular term, ~y.y&~~.x is provable in MT, 
so /Ix.x represents at least the class of all sets. The requirement 2x.x f Q, is equivalent 
to the requirement that the class of all sets is itself a set. Furthermore, our intention 
is not only to model map theory but also to realise all the (semantic) intuitions which 
were behind it, in particular the strong version of well-foundedness which asserts that 
if a and x1 ,x2, _ . . are well-founded (i.e. elements of @J), then there exists an n 20 such 
that MI . . .x, = T. Now it is clear that 2.x.x f @ contradicts this property since if a and 
x1,x2,.*. are all equal to Lx.x, then ax1 . . .xn = 3,x.x which differs from T in any non 
trivial model of the i-calculus axioms. 
5. Sa~fa~tion of the we~-fo~d~n~~ axioms if cr < tc 
The aim of this section is to introduce two semantic conditions on @ and to show 
that they are indeed sufficient to ensure the satisfaction of the well-foundedness axioms. 
The strong induction principle (SIP) is a strong non-equational way to ensure the 
satisfaction of the induction rule, via the well-founde~ess of @ w.r.t. a binary relation 
which will be specified below. All other well-foundedness axioms of map theory may 
be viewed as simple closure properties of @, which will follow essentially from the 
satisfaction by @ of a recursive equation that we will call the generic closure property 
(GCP). These two principles, together with the strong quartum non datur (SQND) 
are the basic in~itions behind map theory [17, part I], which can be viewed as a 
suihciently powerful equational approximation of them. 
As already seen the premodels we are working with are, roughly speaking, those 
K--models of I-calculus which satisfy SQND; the fundamental result of this paper is 
that, provided there is some inaccessible below K, they always contain a x-open set 
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@ which satisfy the SIP and GCP (in addition to the conditions studied in Section 4, 
namely that @ is essentially rc-small and contains T but not _L). Otherwise stated we 
are providing “strong” models of map theory. 
It is worthwhile to mention also the following about the meaning of the SIP; since 
it is outside the scope of the present paper, we will do it without any justification. 
As already mentioned, it is intended in the philosophy of map theory that, given any 
model M of it (found in a strong enough usual set theoretic universe), the subclass (or 
subset if M is a set) @ of all elements u of M such that 4~ = T (in M), endowed with 
the interpretation of the term i, will be a model of ZFC. The Induction rule conveys 
the fact that this latter ZFC-model is well-founded and the SIP says in addition that it 
is an “w-model”, namely that is has (essentially) the same integers as the universe we 
started from (two possible definitions for the set of integers in map theory are given 
in [17, pp. 21, 611). 
5.1. The SIP and GCP 
The statements of SIP 
M. 
and GCP need the definition of two operators on subsets of 
pj and m are the sets of finite and infinite sequences, respectively, of elements 
--- 
of G, including the empty one. Such sequences are denoted by u, v, x, etc, even if they 
are infinite. m] means that e(Y) = &(y) and b’i < t(Y), xi < yi. For X = (x,), E (,, E G”, 
and all n >O, we define: q E (x0,. . . , x,_ I), thus X0 is the empty sequence. 
Definition. G is essentially K--small (o-small) if there is an H such that IH] < K(< cr) 
and HcGcTH. 
Definition. The dual m of any subset G of M is the set of those elements which 
are well-founded w. r. t. G: 
G” = {EM 1 V’xEGW3nEw : UXI . . .x, = T} 
(As a special case, 0” =M\{ I}.) Furthermore, I<G1 is the binary relation defined on 
G” by 
v<GU iff u#T and VEUG (12) 
In the set-theoretic world v <G u means that v “belongs to” u and that this fact is 
witnessed by an element of G. This interpretation gets its full meaning when G is @, 
namely the “class of all sets” (see below and Appendix A). 
At this point we only need the most trivial properties of the operator, namely: 
l T E G”, _L 6 G” and, for all u E G” and all 7 E G’“, USE G”. 
l <o is well-founded on G”. 
l HcK+K”&H” 
The name “dual” was originally chosen because of some vague similarity with duality 
in linear algebra and because @ was originally desired to satisfy @ = W’ (which did 
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not work out well). Instead of @ = @““, @ now satisfies @ 2 @O” (Lemma A.1.4) and a 
softening of @” C @. The softening of @” & @ is formulated in the GCP. The property 
@ C @JO’ is syntactically difficult to express, but the SIP below is just as useful. 
For any two subsets H and K of M, we define 
m = {UEM / VXEH: ux E K} 
SIP is the (semantic) requirement that 
Because of the well-foundedness of -+ on @” and of the SQND it is easy to see 
that any premodel enriched with an open set @ satisfying SIP will weakly satisfy the 
Induction rule IND. 
GCP is the recursive equation: 
where OO(@) is the set of all essentially o-small open subsets of @. 
It would be sufficient to satisfy the simpler recursive equation @ = @’ + @. However, 
this is inconsistent with the other requirements since it can be proved that E E @” + @ 
but E +Z @ (cf. Appendix A. 1). 
The GCP admits several useful equivalent formulations which will be given in 
Section 7. 
The existence of an (adequate) solution of the GCP in (all) our premodels will be 
proved in Section 7. We will then need lemmas asserting things like: “If G E UC(@), 
then G” and G” + G are in (JO(@) too”. Facts of this kind are not at all obvious; 
they force us to work with the sets of compact elements which generate the open sets 
and require a real mathematical work. This motivates the machinery developed in 
Section 6. 
We now work with a fixed, K--continuous premodel 9 = (_&‘,A, x) where K > o. 
When needed, r~ is an inaccessible cardinal <K. G, H and K will denote nonempty 
subsets of J?‘. Assuming the results proved in Sections 6 and 7 we suppose that we 
have available a @ which satisfies the following requirements. 
l @ is an essentially k--small open subset of M, 
l T,F~@andIe@, 
l @ C @” (SIP), and 
l @= U{G”+@(GEO,,(@)} (GCP). 
5.2. Closure properties of @ and @” and satisfaction of the axioms 
This subsection proves the semantic versions of the well-foundedness axioms (the 
“set theory” axioms in Appendix C). 
Definition. Here, a K-continuous model will be a pair (9, j) such that there is a IS< K, 
o inaccessible, 9 is a Ic-continuous premodel, and j interprets the constants of map 
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theory as indicated before; in particular, the interpretation of 4 and E is via a k--open 
set @ satisfying the conditions just stated above. 
It is easy to see that T, F E @, if, C#I,E P’, and _L @ @” (cf. Appendix A.l). 
Notation. HI, . . . , H, -+K means HI -(Hz+ . ..(H.-+K)...)) if n > 1. H”--+K 
means H, . . . , H --) K where H occurs n times. 
Lemma 5.2.1. For all n E N, 
Proof. By induction on n, using the trivial covariance and contravariance properties of 
the arrow, and the various properties of Qi. We treat n = 1: 
If uE@, then UEG’-+@ for some Gc@,, hence UE@‘-+@; @+@jc@--+@C 
@ + @” since @ G @“, and finally Qi -+ @’ = @” is obvious. 0 
Corollary 5.2.2. Any rc-continuous model .Y satisjes the well-foundedness axioms 
Welll, We113, C-A, C-K’ and C-P’ stated in Appendix C. 
Proof. The axioms state T E @, I @’ Qi, @ & @J -+ @J, ilx.T E Qi, and h.(if xTT) E @, 
respectively. We just have to check the last one. But it is clear that Ax .( if x TT) E 
G” ---) T & @ for (all) GE g,(Q), since I q? G”. 0 
Fact 5.2.3. @ is well-founded w. Y. t. < 9. 
Proof. Follows immediately from @ s @’ and the definition of <a given in (12). 0 
Lemma 5.2.4. @ is the smallest subset X of A? such that 
TEX (@+X)n@cx (13) 
Proof. That @ satisfies (13) is obvious; conversely suppose X satisfies (13) and 
@\X # 0; take u in @\X, minimal w.r.t. < cp. Certainly u # T; now, by minimality 
of u, and the fact that u@ C @ (since u E @ 2 @ -+ @) we get u@ CX; since X satisfies 
(13) we have u EX which yields a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 5.2.5. Any K-continuous model 9 satisJies the induction rule in Appen- 
dix C. 
Proof. We assume &‘,SE&,~, &’ closed, FV(S?)C{x}. Now, if 9 satisfies the 
premises of the induction rule and 9 k d = T, then X = {U E .H ( [B/x := u] = T} 
satisfies (13) of Lemma 5.2.4, so @ CX and 9 satisfies the conclusion of the in- 
duction rule. 0 
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We now turn to the (interpretation of the) combinators that appear explicitly in the 
well-foundedness axioms of map theory, namely P, Curry and Prim, as well as some 
that occur implicitly. The former are treated in Lemma 5.2.6, the latter in Lemma 5.2.8. 
Definition. The definitions of P, Curry and Prim are stated in Appendix C. P is 




Prim expresses a sort of transfinite primitive recursion, and its definition involves a 
fixed point operator. Here, we just have to know that for any f, a, b E 9, if g = Prim f ab 




Lemma 52.6. In any K-continuous premodel 9’ (K > o) we have 
(a) PEG’, G”+G” for any GG@; (also PE@, @A@). 
(b) Curry E @ + Yp 
(c) Prim E (Cp + @), Qi, @ + @. 
(In particular they all live in @“.) 
Proof. (a) is clear since for all u, v E G”, Puv = lx. if x u v E G” -+ G” C G + Go = G” 
(note that @ 5 @” implies G & Go for all G 2 @). If u, v E @, Puv E G” --f @ for any 
G & @, thus Puv E @. 
(b) if u E @, then u E G” + @ for some G E Cnb( @), hence Curry u = Lx. ly . u(Pxy) E 
Go, G” 4 @ C @ (using (a) and Corollary 7.1.4). 
(c) suppose f E @ --) @ and a, b E @. Let G E O,(Q) be such that a, b E Go -+ G 
(cf. Lemma 7.1.3(a)). We prove that g = Prim fab satisfies g E G” -+ @J (thus g E @). 
Suppose there is an x E Go such that gx 6 @. We choose x minimal for <o (cf. 
(12)); then certainly x #T (otherwise gx = a E @) and gx = f lu.g(x(bu)). Now for all 
u E G”, bu E G, since x(bu) <Gx we have that, for all u E Go, g(x(bu)) E @, hence 
iu.g(x(bu)) E G” + 4p C @ and gxE @ (since f E @ + @) which yields a contradiction. 
Hence, gG”&@ and gEGO-+@C@. 0 
Corollary 5.2.7. Any Ic-continuous model 9 satisfies C-Curry and C-Prim. 
Proof. C-Curry and C-Prim are just the simplest equational ways to express the closure 
properties of Lemma 5.2.6. 0 
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Lemma 5.2.8. (a) lu. Ax. uxx E cli -+ cf 
(b) OE(@-+@),@-+@ where o=&v.hv.lz.w(vz) 
(c) Az.(wou)zzE@for all VEND and WE@-+@. 
Proof. (c) is a direct consequence of (a) and (b). 
(a) Let u E @; then u E G”, G” -Y @ for some GE O,(G) (cf. Corollary 7.1.4), hence 
ix. uxx E G” --f Q, C Q, as required. 
(b) Let WE@--+@ and VE@; then vfG* -+ Q, for some G E O!,(Q). If z E G”, then 
vz E @ and w(vz) E @. q 
Corollary 5.2.9. 9 /= C-MI. 
Proof. We have to show that, for any ZX! E A.,w,~ such that FV(&) C{x, z}: 
Rz.lx.~4EQ,-,a,~vvEa,:~x.[a/z:=ux]fa, 
Let v E oi and w=dz.Ix.,l;rz E Qi--+@. By Lemma 5.2.8(c), a=Ax.(w o v)xx=Ax. 
[_oui’/z:=ux] E Q, which proves the corollary. c3 
Corollary 5.2.10. 9 satiates Well2 and C-M2. 
Proof. (We112) First we notice that u E @ ifl’ +u =T iff $u E @. Second we claim 
that it suffices to show that for any &’ E A,,, such that FV(sl) C(x>, and G E 
G,(Q), ;Ix.,d E G” + @ iff Ilx.#d E G” -+ CD. But this is clear since, for all w E G”, 
(,?x.&)wE@ iff [d/x:=w]E@ iff @~jx:=w]E@ iff (~~.~~)w~~. 
(C-M2) We have to show that, for any d E AJ%, such that FV(J@ 2(x, z}, ‘Jr E 
at:;ix.[~~/‘/z:=~]f~~Qv~~:~.[~/x:=xv/z:=v]fcP. Let us fix VE@, by hypo- 
thesis there is a G E OJ@) such that ~x.[d/z:=v] E G” + Qi. Without loss of gen- 
erality we assume u E G (otherwise take G’ = G U {Y’}, where v’ is any compact 
element below 0). Now, for any w E G”, wu E Go, hence (2.x. [d/z:= v])(wD) E 4b, thus 
~x.[,d/x:=xtl,z:=v]E@. cl 
Remark. IC > D was enough for Well 1,3, C-A, C-K’, C-P” and C-Curry (which do not 
contain e, even implicitly). 
Remark. As already used in 1171, C-MI and C-M2 are equivalent o the following 
three axioms: 
+a --+ @x.axx 
~x.~(ax),~b + #(a o b) 
+a, cQb -+ #Ax.a(xb) 
That C-MI can be replaced by the two former is evident from the proof of 
Corollary 5.2.9. In general, the three axioms above are easier to deal with in model- 
theoretic treatments than C-MI and C-M2. 





which associates r(uJ) to any J E GCW. 
ifs t(u/G) = t(v/G) zx Vj%G<O : r(uj) = r(vJ) 
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6. Duality, types and arrows in a premodel 
We still work with a fixed, rc-continuous premodel 9 = (&,k, 1) where rc > CO. When 
needed, IJ is an inaccessible cardinal Qlc. G, H and K will denote nonempty subsets 
of A. 
G, E J& f~ G is the set of Ic-compact elements of G; recall that G is open iff G = TGC 
(cf. Section 2.2). 6(G) is the set of minimal elements of G; if G is open then 6(G) c G, 
but, even in this case, we may have 6(G) = 0. 
For any K, a choice function W.I. t. K is a function q : fK + K such that q(x)EKflJx. 
q extends to (TKY’ by q((xnkw) = (q(Xn)ko. 
Using a choice function w.r.t. G, it is easy to prove: 
Lemma 6.0.11. Zf G is open, then G is essentially x-small (o-small) ifs there is an 
HCG,, IHJ<zc (<a) andG=rH. 
6.1. Duality and types 
We first quote some easy properties of the dual operator G”. For u E G” and X E GW, 
we let Xtu) denote the smallest subsequence X, such that uX, = T. 
I 
Fact 6.1.1. (a) TEG’ and A.xl . ..x..TEG’ for all n. 
(b) l$G”, andfor all UEG’ and ~JEG’@ we have ujj#.L. 
Fact 6.1.2. (a) G” = f(G”) = (TG)“. 
(b) HcG+G”cH’. 
(c) G(IfH+H”gG”. 
(d) HCG&TH + G”=H’. 
(e) Zf H is zc-open, H C G, and H # G, then H” #Go 
To see (e), note that (the code of) XH belongs to H”\G”. 
The following notion of a type was introduced in [ 171. As noted in the introduction, 
it is related to the notion of type in Model Theory. 
U’GV ifSfor all ~EG’~, uy=I ti vy=-L and uJ=T@ vJ=T. 
This last characterisation does not mention I anymore. Further define: 
1UG/E {vEA/V=Gu} 
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Fact 6.1.3. (a) Ifu=~u then u=T* u=T and u=l+ u=l_. 
(b) Zf u =G u then uj =G VJ for all j E GCo. 
(c) I&!/ = GI <2=‘p@“,lGI), thus if G is a-small then the set of types over G will be 
a-small too. 
(d) .LG = {I}, TG = {T}, and uG C F if u is proper. 
(e) Zf UE G”, then uG C G”; thus G” = U {uG 1 UE G”}. 
(f) Zf u E G”, then uG = T(u’); thus 6(G”) = IJ {S(u’) ( u E G”}. 
(g) Zf u, v E G” are compatible, then uG = vG ( = wG for w 2 u, u). 
(h) All Lx, . . .x, .T (n 20) have dierent types. 
All this is very easy, and so is the exercise below: 
Exercise. If 9 is a strong premodel then, for all G,u, uG is closed under sups of 
bounded subsets and infs of non-empty K-small subsets; in particular, IS(uG)( d 1. 
For general premodels we will get in fact a much better result than the latter one, 
but only for u E G” and G open (or H C G 5 tH for some H z ~4’~): We will show 
that, in this case, IS( = 1 an d uG = T&u’) (cf. Lemma 6.1.9); in other words, each 
uG has a bottom. 
Lemma 6.1.4. Zf H C G c fH and UE G”, then uG = uH. 
Proof. uG C uH is clear. Suppose now we have u =H u (so u, v E Ho) and let X E G”; 
let q be a choice function w.r.t. H and F = q(X) E H”; let also m be such that % = Yrul 
( = Jrul since v =HU). We have uj,, =T= vj, for each n am and uJ,,,vJ,, E 9 for 
each n < m. Thus u and v behave the same way on all in G”, so u =Gu. 0 
Lemma 6.1.5. Zf G is essentially x-small and u E G”, then uG is open. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 6.1.4 it is enough to consider the case where IGI < K. Now, 
for all Jo &cm define the sets 
Using Fact 3.1 .l these sets are easily seen to be K-open. Now, 
uG=n{Y(j)Ij%GCW r\uV=T}nn{~(y)IyEG<OAuyEB} 
thus uG is an intersection of IG<“l open sets. If G is K-small, then G’O is K-small 
too (since K > w) and uG is open (cf. Fact 2.1.1). 0 
Corollary 6.1.6. Zf G is essentially K-small then Go is open. 
Proof. Use Lemma 6.1.5 and Fact 6.1.3 (e). 0 
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Lemma 6.1.7. If G is open, then, for all u E A!, uG = uGc. 
Proof. Obviously u=o v implies U= o,u. Now, each element of G is the directed sup 
of elements in G,; using that iterated application is Ic-continuous we have that 
Vj%G<” : uy=sup{uzIzdyAz~G,<“} 
Thus t(u/G) is completely determined by t(u/G,), i.e. u = G, v + u =o v. 0 
To continue the study of uG and Go we need an intermediate definition. 
Definition. For G open, IUG( is the element of AZ defined by 
UC - YAk.lu.if uTly.[if (XGy)(k(uy))l] 
where Y is some fixed point operator in A and XC is the characteristic function of G. 
Thus, for all UE A we have 
I& = if n TAy. [if (XGV) (JJG(uY)Y-I 
Hence, 
From these properties we easily get: 
Lemma 6.1.8. For all open G and UE A, we have JJGu~uG. 
Proof. We have, for all x E GW and n E N: &u.& = &(u%). Now, $&u-f,) = 1 
(or T) iff uX, = J_ (or T). Thus (.&ou)X, E &#n = 1 (Or T) iff U% = 1 (Or T), so 
u =oUGu which proves &U E UG, 0 
Lemma 6.1.9. For all open G and all u E G” : 
(a) &u is the minimum of uG, and uG = f{UGu}. 
(b) If G is essentially K-small then uG is open and J,~GuEA&‘~ (or G,“). 
Proof. (a) We first show that, if v =o u =o J&u and IJGu ff v then there is an infinite 
sequence x~ G” such that, for all n E CO, 
u(+il 6 vzl (14) 
Since (14) implies 
uZ,,#l,T (15) 
(because u, 4,lG~ and v have the same type over G) the existence of such an X contra- 
dicts u E G”. 
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We build X, by induction in n. As usual, & is the empty sequence. Suppose we 
know X, satisfying (14). Then both sides of the inequality are proper maps (because 
of (15), and there is an x,+1 EJ%’ such that &uX,x,+i < vz,x,+i (cf. Lemma 3.1.6). 
This forces x,+1 to be in G, because of the obvious: 
Fact 6.1.10. IfJ.Lcuxl . . .xn#T and x,+1 @G then J&4.x1. ..x,+I = 1. 
The second claim follows, since u E G” implies uG = tuG (cf. Fact 6.1.3). 
(b) Follows from Lemma 6.1.5 and (a). 0 
Theorem 6.1.11. For all open G, G#0, 
(a) G” = T&G”) and &Go) = {$(lcu 1 u E G”} is an injinite set of incompatible ele- 
ments. 
(b) Zf G is essentially n-small, then G” is open and &Go) C .,tXC. 
(c) Zf G is essentially o-small, then G” is essentially a-small (and, hence, n-small). 
We cannot deduce that G” is essentially rc-small in case (b) above, unless K is 
inaccessible. 
Proof. (a) Use Lemma 6.1.9 and Fact 6.1.3(e)-(h). 
(b) Use Corollary 6.1.6. 
(c) Follows from 16(G”)( = [GO/=G\ and Fact 6.1.3(c). Cl 
Since G” = H” for those H such that H C G & fH (cf. Fact 6.1.2(d)) we have: 
Corollary 6.1.12. The same conclusions hold for those G 2 J?’ such that there exist 
H & J& such that H C G C tH (and IHI < IC or a if needed). 
6.2. Arrows 
Definition. To each u E A is associated the open set 
~]u{x(XE~ux#I} 
In order to be able to control the nature and size of 
H+K - {uE~I’v’xEH:uxEK} 
from that of H and K, we define, for G #8: 
IH--tGK]= {UEH --tK IdomuGH AVx,yE.k:(x=Gy + ux=uy)) 
Fact 6.2.1. (a) IH -+aKI 62-t IKII’k’=“I. Z n particular, if G and K are a-small, then 
H 4~ K is a-small. 
Note that I(H ‘GK)\{T,l}( <(K\I~“‘=GI; this explains where “2” comes in. 
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(b) G” --f K is obviously increasing (i.e. “covariant”) both w.r.t. G and K Cfor C). 
This is still true w.r. t. K for G” +o K, but false w.r. t. G (unless _L E K, a case we 
are not interested in). 
(c) Zf J-$K, then _L,T$G” +oK. 
(d) For all u E G” -‘G K we have u_L = I, since I #Go. 
(e) G --+ G” = G” for any G. 
(f) G” --+&(K) G &Go -+ K) for any G and K. 
In fact the constraints in the definition of H +o K are so strong that H -‘o K is 
empty, for example, if H is not enough upwards closed, or if l_ $K and some vG meets 
both H and A!\H. However, these constraints are completely coherent in the cases we 
are interested in, namely H = G” and G K-small (where H is open by Corollary 6.1.6). 
Lemma 6.2.2. Let G be open, G essentially n-small, G # 0, K C 4, and s : &Go) -+ K. 
Then g E so0 defined by 
ifx~ G” 
otherwise 
is n-continuous and n(g) E G” +o K. 
Proof. First we show 
X6Y A&)#1 =+ &)=dY) (16) 
Indeed g(x) # I implies x E G”, so y E G” and xG = yG (cf. Fact 6.1.3(g)). Hence, 
J,tox = J,lo y (Lemma 6.1.9), and g(x) = g(y). 
Suppose now a = supB for some K-directed B. We have to show g(a)<supg(B). 
The non-trivial case is a E G”; then, since G” is open (Corollary 6.1.6), there exists a 
CEB n G”. Now, cda; hence g(a) = g(c)dsupg(B) thus g is Jc-continuous. It is now 
clear that A(g)E G” -‘o K. 0 
Corollary 6.2.3. If G is open and essentially tc-small, then G” # G. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider G # 8. For any permutation s of &Go) let so0 be 
defined as in Lemma 6.2.2. We have so0 E G” +G &GO), by Lemma 6.2.2, hence 
so0 E &Go --) G”) (cf. Fact 6.2.1(f)); moreover s fs’ implies so0 #s&. Thus 
I&Go + Go)1 >21a(Go)l. Now, if Go = G, then Go = G -+ G” = G” + G”, so 
&Go + G”) = 6(G”). This is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 6.2.4. Zf G C A$, IGI < K, then 
G" + TK = r(G” + K) = 
TtG” +G K) if T $K, 
f(G”+GK)u{T} zj.TcK. 
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Proof. 2 is obvious. Now let q be a choice function w.r.t. K, u E Go --+ TK, f zs A(u) 
and g z (gof)o~. Then u s A(g) E G o -‘G K and u <u since un = q(u(l&x)) if x E G” 
and _I_ otherwise. 5 
Lemma 6.2.5. If G, K 5_ .A$ and (GI < CT, then Go +G K C A&. 
Proof. We consider the functions g,, defined, for u E G” and v E K, by 
I v if x E UC, Q ‘,’ = l. otherwise. 
Q U,L’ is ~-continuous because g,, = SGO for s : 6G” ---*K U {I) defined by s(&u) = v, 
s(&u’) = _L if ~4’~ # tiG (cf. Lemma 62.2). That gu,+ is rc-compact follows from the 
fact that Y is compact and that, for any ~-continuous f, we have: 
Now it is enough to notice that each element w E G” -+G K is either _L (if _L E K) or 
(the code of) the sup of at most IG”/ = o) compatible functions gu,V, If G is a-small 
then w is the sup of a a-small, hence ic-small, set of x-compact elements, so it is 
x-compact oo. 0 
Corollary 6.2.6. Suppose G C ~4% and /G/ -c o; therz G” +G G C ~4% and 
IG”-+G( -co. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 6.2.5. Now IG” -)G Gj </GII~~i=Gt 
(Fact 6.2.1) and G and AZ,/ = G are o-small (Fact 61.3; since cr is inaccessible we get 
that IGo -+G GI is o-small too. 0 
Corollary 6.2.1, Suppose G and H are open and G is essentially a-small, then 
G” -+ If is open. 
Proof. G = tK for some K C_ G,, /I(/ -c CT, and G” + H = K0 --+ H = T(K” -Sk II,) (cf. 
Corollary 6.24) and K0 -+K H, 5 AC (cf. Lemma 62.5). q 
Lemma 6.2.8. If G and H are open, and G is essentially o-small, then 
G” -+ H = U (GO -+ El’ / 0 f H’ C H, H’ open and essentially o-small}. 
Proof. Let q be a choice function w.r.t. H,. By Theorem 6.1.11, G” =f6(G0) and 
&Go) is a-small. For any u E G” -+H, uGO d tud(G”) C tq(uS(G”)). Now q(uS(G”)) 
is a o-small subset of H,, hence N’ = fq(z&G” )) is open and essentially o-small; and 
of course u E G” ---) H’. 0 
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7. The existence of a well behaved @ 
q5 and E will be defined, as in Section 4, from an open set @ of _&Y, but we now put 
further constraints on @ in order to model the well-foundedness axioms. This amounts 
more or less to ensure that (@/ A, &) is a model of ZFC where e and A are the 
interpretations of two &-terms defined in [17, p. 201 and recalled in Appendix C. See 
Appendix A.3 for a closer examination of (@/ A-, i). 
We prove in Section 7.1 the existence of a well-behaved @ (in the sense of Theo- 
rem 7.1.1 below). 
Recall that for any EC .A!‘, PO(E) is the set of a-small subsets of E and (?&(E) is 
the set of essentially a-small open subsets of E. This notation will merely be used for 
E open. Note that &(I?) is closed under o-small unions since CJ is regular. 
7.1. Solving GCP 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem: 
Theorem 7.1.1. Suppose K 3 B, (T inaccessible. Then in any Ic-continuous premodel9’ 
there is an open set @ such that: 
(1) TE@, I pl@, FE@. 
(2) @C@” 
(3) @=U{G”+@ ( GE&(@)} 
(4) @ = 7 Y for some Y c ~4’~ such that / Yy( <a; in particular, if g < IC, then @ will 
be essentially Ic-small. 
This will be sufficient to prove the consistency of the well-foundedness axioms. 
However, we will use two refinements of (3) which motivate the definition below: 
Definition. For any open set @ of J&’ we define: 
~@-~((a) = U {G” --f @ 1 GE Og(@)} 
c&(Q) = U{G” --+ G / GE W@)) 
F3(@) = U {G”, G” - G ( GE C&o,(@)} 
where A, B + C means A --f (B + C). All the 9i(@) are open sets (cf. Corollary 62.7). 
Lemma 7.1.2. ZF, =Fz. 
Proof. Let @ by any open set; then G” + G C G” -+ @ for any G E UC(@). Conversely, 
G”+@=U{G” --f K 1 G, K E Q(@)} (Lemma 6.2.8) C U {L” -+L 1 L E C!$(@)} (just 
take L=GUK). So flt(@)=F~(@). 0 
Lemma 7.1.3. Zf @ = F](Q), then 
(a) ~KE~~(~)~HEL~,(~):K~H’-,H (CZZ+@) 
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(b) VG E 0&@)3H E Lo,(@) : G C_ H” --) H (&Ho--t@) 
(c) @ = P-3(@). 
Proof. We use Fi = 55 freely. 
(b) follows from (a): indeed if G E Q,(Q), then G = TK for some K E PO(@), and 
K C_ H” + H implies G 5 H” --t H for some K E PO(@). 
(c) follows from (b), indeed G” ----f G C_ G” -+ (H” 4 H) for some H E 4(Q); hence 
G”+G&L”-+(L”--iL) withL=GUH. 
(a) Let K E gg(@); for any v E K there is H, E C?&(Q) such that v E He --f H, (since 
@ & &(@)). Now H = U {H, / v E K} is still in Q,(Q) (since K is a-small) and v E 
H”+H for all VEK. Thus K&H”-+H. 0 
Corollary 7.1.4. Any Cp as in Theorem 7.1.1 satisfies: 
6, = U{G”+G 1 GE@(@)} 
Q, = U{G”,G”+G 1 GELO,(@)} 
There are many other decompositions of @ that would be sufficient for our purpose 
(all the reasonable ones work). A way of proving Theorem 7.1 .l is to view it as a 
corollary of: 
Theorem 7.1.5. Suppose k-20. Then, in any K-continuous premodel 9 there is a 
subset Y of A%$ such that: 
(1) Y={T}UU{H”+~H 1 HEP~(Y)} 
(2) u,s Y0 
(3) IYI <o (this is the only place we need that a is inaccessible). 
Proof of Theorem 7.1.1 from Theorem 7.1.5. Let @= _T‘Y. Since TE Y and i @ Y, 
we have T E @ and I @ Qi. Also @ = TY & Y” = @’ (Fact 6.1.2). We now show that 
@ = 9~( @). Indeed: 
@=yY = U{T(H” -)HH)IHE~~(Y))‘-{T) 
= U{H”--,1‘H 1 HEY&Y)} (Corollary 6.2.4) 
c lJ{G”-tG I GEM) (just take G = TH) 
Conversely, if GE Co,(@), then there is a K C G such that G = TK and \KI < a; if q 
is a choice function w.r.t. Y as defined at the beginning of Section 6 then H = q(K) 
satisfies H E PO(@), G 2 TH, and H” S G” (cf. Fact 6.1.2) thus G” -+ G C_ H” + TH, 
and the inclusion 4p C F2(@) above is in fact an equality. 
Finally, F = J_x.T E {T}’ + {T}, hence F E @. 0 
The proof of Theorem 7.1.5 occupies the rest of the subsection. 
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Definition. Y is the least subset X of JZ%’ such that 
(1) TEX, (2) GEP~(X) =+ G”--tcGCX. (17) 
Since property (17) is closed under intersection, Y is the intersection of all X C .A? 
which satisfy (17). 
The direct analogous definition for !#J as “the least open X of A?” such that 
(1) TEX, (2) GE@(X)+ G”+GgX (18) 
would not have worked since the family of open sets X satisfying (18) is not of limited 
size and the intersection need not be open. 
Lemma 7.1.6. Y C A$. 
Proof. A’& satisfies (17) (cf. Lemma 6.2.5). 0 
Lemma 7.1.7. I @ Y. 
Proof. Y\(I) satisfies (17) because Y satisfies (17) and because I # G implies 
I sf G” +G G; thus, by minimality of Y, we have Y = Y\(I). Hence, _L # Y. 0 
Lemma 7.1.8. Y=Y’ where Y’=U{G”+GG) GE~‘~(Y)}U{T}. 
Proof. Y’ g Y is obvious; conversely, if x E A?\Y’, then Y\(x) satisfies (17), hence 
x$!Y. 0 
To prove Y & Y’” we need another characterisation of Y: 
Lemma 7.1.9. Y is the least subset X of ~2’ such that 
(1) TCX, (2) GE.c?~(X~I Y) =+ G”-+GG&X 
(and is the intersection of all these subsets A’). 
(19) 
Proof. Let Y” be the intersection of all X satisfying (19). Obviously, Y satisfies (19), 
therefore Y” C Y. But now it is clear that Y” satisfies (17), hence Y C Y” which ends 
the proof. Cl 
Lemma 7.1.10. Y C_ Y”. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that Y” satisfies (19) (cf. Lemma 7.1.9); and we already 
know that T E Y’. 
Let G E .c?& Y” n Y); we have to prove that G” -+oGcY”. Since G”+oG&G”+ 
G & G” + Y” and since Y” = Y + Y’” (cf. Fact 6.2.1(e)) it is enough to prove that 
Y C G” and, for this, to prove that G” satisfies (19). We already know that T E G”. Let 
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H E P,,(G” n Y); we have to prove that H” +H H C G”. Now H c Y’, hence Yy” 5 H”, 
hence GcH”. Thus H”--~HH~H’~HCG~HCG~G’=G’ as required. 0 
For dealing with the size of Y we need a last characterisation: The induction one. 
Definition. ( Ya),G, is the increasing sequence of subsets of k’ defined by 
Yo = {T}, 
(U,+I = {T} U u {Go -+G G I G C lu,), 
YE = U Yb for limit ordinals ~1. 
BCX 
Lemma 7.1.11. Vet < fs : ( Ywu,( < cr. 
This is the only point where we use that (T is inaccessible. 
Proof. By induction on CI. For limit ordinals CI we use that 0 is regular. For successor 
ordinals a we use Corollary 6.2.6 (if G is a-small then G” +G G is a-small too), the 
fact that Ilu,l <O + 21yZl < o (a inaccessible), and that the union of less than o sets 
of cardinality less that o is less than (T (regularity of CJ). 0 
Lemma 7.1.12. Y = YO and 1 Y 1 <a. 
Proof. It is obvious that for any M < a, YE c Y (induction in a), hence Iv, C Y. Con- 
versely any a-small subset G of Yc is already in one of the Yau,, M < a; hence YO 
satisfies (17) and Y & YOU,. Now 1 Y I <a since Y is the increasing union of a subsets 
of YO(Y). 0 
It has now been verified that Y as defined by (17) satisfies Theorem 7.1.5, which 
ends the proof of that theorem. 
7.2. Conclusion 
Theorem 7.2.1. Zf K is > some inaccessible cardinal a, then any K-continuous pre- 
model can be expanded to a model of map theory. 
Proof. It is sufficient to interpret 4 by (the code of) the characteristic function of 
some open set @ = tY satisfying the constraints in Theorem 7.1.1, and to interpret E 
by a choice function w.r.t. @, as in Section 4.1. 0 
Remark. The preceding construction provides of course as many solutions 4 as there 
are inaccessible cardinals o below rc. For a given a it yields the smallest possible @ 
(this is indeed clear from the proof of Lemma A.l.l). 
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8. Elementary construction of a premodel 
A solution 9 to (1) will be obtained from a structured web C (a p.o with coherence 
relation) satisfying a more simple recursive equation. As mentioned in Section 2.4, 9 
will in fact be a prime algebraic domain and the web C will be isomorphic to gP. 
This solution 9 will be referred to as a canonical (Ic-continuous) premodel of MT; the 
model obtained by interpreting furthermore 4 and E as in Section 7 will be referred 
to as a canonical model of MT. All canonical models and premodels are obtained by 
letting G, K, o 6 K range over all regular cardinals. A canonical model is only a model 
of MT if c is inaccessible and G < K]. 
8.1. Preordered coherent spaces 
A preordered coherent space (PCS) is a triple C = (D, -, =$) such that 
(a) N is a reflexive and symmetric relation on D. 
(b) < is a reflexive and transitive relation on D. 
(c) XN yAx’~xAy’=gy~x’~y’ 
C is an ocs (ordered coherent space) if furthermore < is a p.o (i.e. is anti-symmetric). 
Example. Starting from any rc-Scott domain 9, any subset E of 9, equipped with the 
induced partial order and compatibility relation (x N y if {x, y} has an upper bound 
in 9), is an ocs, but the relevant example for our purpose is E = gp. 
(D,-,<) L (D’>-’ , =$) will mean D CD’ A N = --‘no2 A < = <‘nD2. The following 
are easy: 
(d) The ‘empty PCS’ (a,@, 8) is the smallest pcs (w.r.t. !&). 
(e) If (Cp)pca is an increasing sequence of PCS’S, then C= Upca CD (with the 
obvious meaning: union of domains, union of relations), is a PCS; it is the smallest pcs 
such that CD & C for all p < M. 
Elements of C (i.e. elements of D) will be denoted p,q,x, y. Subsets of C will 
be denoted U, a. u C C is coherent if Vx, y E u :x N y. u C C is an initial segment if 
Vx, y : (x E u A y<x + y E u). u N v if u U v. For any u 2 C let U denote the initial 
segment generated by U. The following is clearly equivalent to (c): 
(c’) VU : u coherent =+ U coherent 
Let C g C’ denote that the PCS’S C and C’ are isomorphic. 
8.2. Transferring the problem to PCS’S 
To any pcs C=(D,--,<), we associate the p.o 9 = S(C) of all coherent, initial 
segments of D ordered by inclusion. 9 will be called “the domain of web C”. 
It is easy to check that S(C) is a prime algebraic domain where sup, when defined, 
is union, and that u E S(C) is prime iff there is a p E C such that u = (p). 
Thus 9 is a K-prime algebraic domain (for any regular K). If C is an ocs then gP 
is isomorphic to C (as ocs) (in the general case we would have to quotient C by the 
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equivalence relation induced by the preorder) and 9 appears as the completion of C 
which add sups to all subsets of compatible elements of C. 
We now fix K, and let C* be the set of coherent K-small subsets of C. It is easily 
seen (or c.f. remarks in Section 2.4) that u E 9 is rc-compact iff u = Zi for some u E C*. 
These remarks link proposition 8.2.1 below to Section 2.5 and motivate the following 
definition: 
Definition. F is the function which associates to any pcs C= (D,--, <) the triple 
F(C) = (DF,-~, +) where DF = C* x D, (u,x) -F (v,y) @ (u N v + x N y) 
and (~,x)+(v,y) @x<yAUsE 
It is straightforward to check that F(C) is a PCS, and that F is monotone (w.r.t. 
[r). Moreover, since K is regular, F commutes with increasing unions indexed by K: 
If C= u,<, C, is an increasing union of PCS, then F(C) = U, <K F(C,). We denote 
also F(C) by C* x C. 
Lemma 8.2.1. Zf 9 is the domain of web C, then [9 + 6121~ is order isomorphic, and 
hence u-isomorphic, to the domain of web F(C) 3 C* x C. 
Proof. Let C = (D, N, <). Define Tr and A’ on [9 + 91K and S(C* x C), respectively, 
by: 
Tr(g)= {(a,p)~D* x D IpEg( for gE[9+9], 
A’(u)(v)= {XED ~3aCv:(a,x)~u} for UES(C* x C) and VES(C) 
It is straightforward to prove that Tr and A’ are inverse order isomorphisms, and 
hence rc-isomorphisms between the two domains. (Hint: 7 points to check). 
Formally the proof of Lemma 8.2.1 does not differ from the w-case. For the o- 
semantics this is worked out in [25] in a slightly different formalism, in [24] for PCS’S 
with trivial coherence; [16] is not really relevant for PCS’S with trivial preorders since 
it deals with the more accurate class of “stable” functions. 0 
Remark. A corollary of Lemma 8.2.1 is that the problem of solving 9 EZ [9 + 91 in 
the K-CCC reduces to finding a pcs C such that C E F(C) (it is quite obvious that iso- 
morphic PCS’S generate k--isomorphic domains), or even C = F(C). The second equation 
has no solution in a well-founded universe. 
In order to take ? and 1 into account we define a function G on PCS’S such that 
the problem of solving (1) reduces to finding a pcs C such that C = G(F(C)), where 
G will be chosen such that C = G(F(C)) has a solution in any well-founded universe. 
First we fix two elements f and t of the universe which are not pairs. If C = (D, -,<) 
and f,t @D we define G(C)=(DG,NG,<~) where DG=DU{t,f},x-GY%X-yV 
x=y=tvx=f Ay#tVy=f Axft andx<oy~x~yvx=y=tvx=f Ayft. 
It is easy to see that G(C), when defined, is a pcs (an ocs if C is), that G is 
monotone and that G(F(C)) is always defined (since f and t are not pairs). Moreover, 
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G commutes with all increasing unions of PCS’S not containing f or t. Hence, G o F 
commutes with all increasing unions of sequences, indexed by K. 
That solving 1 amounts to finding a fixed point to H = G o F follows from Lemma 
8.2.1 and 
Lemma 8.2.2. If 9 is a domain of web C and f, t # C, then 9 @I (7) is order 
isomorphic to the domain of web G(C). 
Proof. Indeed u E S(G(C)) iff u = 0 or u = {t} or u = {f } U u’ with U’ E S(C). 0 
8.3. Solving C = H(C) 
We know that H(C) is defined and monotonic for all PCS’S C. Hence, the ordinal 
sequence C, defined by CO = 0 and C, = U B<a H(Cp) is increasing. Since K is a limit 
ordinal we have C, = UBcK Co; since H commutes with such increasing unions we 
get H(CK)= Up<, H(Q) = C,. Hence, C = C, is a fixed point of H and 9 = S(C) 
is a solution of (1). 
Remark 1. As announced at the end of Section 2.2, [6& = K (= IJZ@~~). Indeed ICJ = K 
(we started from 8, added elements at each step and obviously IC’I Q K =+ IH( < K). 
Obviously, 19, I < lgc 1 d /C* I = K. It remains to be proved that K d /gP 1. Since sP and 
C/ =Q are order isomorphic, where = % is the equivalence relation induced by the 
preorder $, and since K is regular, it is enough to show that the equivalence class of 
any x E C is K--small. This can be proved easily by induction on the smallest j3 such 
that x E CD, using once more that K is regular. 
Remark 2. The following makes explicit the applicative behaviour of 9 and the way 
9 encodes its continuous functions; it is the starting point of any concrete use of the 
canonical premodel (and model) of MT. 
In 9 = S(C) we have, for all U, v E 9 and any function h E [9 + 91: 
1. I=@ T=(t), ix.T={f}, and if u#@,{t} then f EZL 
2. Tv=T and uv={pED[3aCv:(a,p)Eu} if u#T. 
3. R(h) = {f } U {(a, p) ED* x D I p E h(Z)} and the interpretation of any abstraction 
of A& , isgivenby IAx.~~={f}U{(a,p)~D*xDIp+‘[x:=~l. 
Remark 3. Working with K = o gives a solution of (1) in the usual ccc of w-ccpos 
and w-continuous functions. This “premodel” is indeed sufficient when one is interested 
only in the concrete computational features of MT. In this case D* is the set of coherent 
finite subsets of D. 
In Appendix B we will show that all canonical premodels, and in particular the 
o-one, are adequate for concrete computation. 
It is worth noticing that C, consists of the elements of C, which are hereditarily 
finite sets but that 9m is no substructure of gK. 
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9. Conclusions 
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The success of ZF as a system for founding mathematics is due to both that ZF 
is syntactically simple and that the class of its models is mathematically rich and 
well structured; in particular each model of ZF has a lot of meaningful ‘sub’ and 
‘sur’-models (internal models and generic extensions), some of them being ‘canonical’ 
(from different points of view). The conviction of the authors is that MT shares this 
wealth with ZFC. On one hand models of ZFC and MT are closely linked, as shown 
by the syntactic translation in [17] and the constructions in the present paper (cf. 
Appendix A); in particular our construction shows that there are at least as many 
models of MT as there are models of ZFC + SI (and probably SI can be weakened). 
On the other hand it seems that we will have a lot of freedom in building models of 
MT: indeed we think that most of the techniques or frameworks available for building 
models of untyped A-calculus can probably be adapted to yield models of MT. 
Now, that the model should satisfy (1) is not a necessary condition. In particular we 
conjecture that the forcing techniques initiated in [2] to show that Q = 66 is an easy 
term (namely that any equation Q = t, t any closed 3,-term, is consistent with untyped 
R-calculus) and which are used also in [21,22,37] to build models of extended A- 
calculi, would apply (for example one could use them to show that 52 is an easy term 
also w.r.t. MT). 
It is already interesting to have an explicit and (rather) simple model of MT like 
ours, since first it gives a comprehensible proof of the consistency of MT and second 
provides a concrete support for a simplification of the axiomatisation which would not 
change its spirit much. But the existence of a great variety of models, realising possibly 
different equational extensions of MT, allows much more freedom for the subsequent 
axiomatisations of MT, and may give hope to justify intuitively-correct other proposals. 
Such new axiomatisations are proposed in [ 171. 
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Appendix A. Further properties of K-continuous models 
A.1. Structural properties of @ and Cp” 
Lemma A.l.l. Y and @ are not essentially o-small, and IY’) = CJ. 
Proof. We have not yet proved (neither claimed) that the sequence Y- was strictly in- 
creasing. We show here something stronger, namely that Qor = ] YE is strictly increasing 
(limit: Qfl = @). First we note that @*+I = @‘,” --f @,. Indeed, Ga+i = T YE+1 
= lJ {f(G’-‘o G) / G g YE, G # 0) = lJ {G” --f TG 1 0 # G C Iyn} (Corollary 6.2.4) 
= Y;-+tly,=@;-+@,. And we have, for all 0 < @<a: 
@a= u (@/+@p) 
DC@ 
and also @i > @‘,” (since @B c Qp,). Suppose now that c( is such that 
Qd = @),” -+ Qa (20) 
(where, clearly, CI # 0). Since ~0; E @,” + {T} C @,” + @, we have x~; E @i -+ @b for 
some /I < c(. But this forces @j 2 @,“, hence ‘;pp” = @,” and @p = Qor (Fact 6.1.2(f)). 
Hence, @b = @b+i = @E + @Jo. Thus there is no first a such that (20) is true and @, 
is strictly increasing. Cl 
Lemma A.1.2. If CT < IC, then all inclusions of Lemma 5.2.1 are strict. 
Proof. If o < K then @ is essentially k--small (by Lemma 7.1.12 or A. 1.1). Hence 
@& @” (by Corollary 6.2.3). 
Now, if UE @“\@, then 1x.u~ @ ---) @” but nx.u# @+ @; 4 and Ix.x belong to 
@ -+ @ but not to @” -+ @ (similarly: if belongs to Q3 + @ but not ( @“)3 -+ @). Finally 
E E @” -+ @, since elements of @” never take the value J_ when applied to elements 
of Cp, but E 6 @ since, for all G E Co,(@), E @ Go -+ @: indeed G E Co,(@) implies G # @ 
since @ is not essentially o-small, so &&) = 1, but obviously XG E G”. 17 
Lemma A.1.3. 6(G) = 6(Y) = {T}. 
Proof. Let u E @, u # T. Then u E @i -+ @p for some /I < rr; since !.Da is strictly increas- 
ing (cf. the proof of Lemma A.l.l), then @B c @p+, and @$+i c !I$ (Fact 6.1.2(e)). 
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Now the restriction v of ZJ to @i+t is clearly in @i+, -+ @s 2 @;+t + Q~+, c Q; more- 
over u < U. 0 
Lemma A.1.4. @C gioO & @“. Zf o < K then both inclusions are strict. 
Proof. From @ C @“ we immediately get Qoo & @“. For proving @ c 4D00 it is enough 
to prove Y 2 YoO and for this to check that !P’ satisfies (19) in Lemma 7.1.9. Now 
T E YoO is clear. Suppose G C Y n YoO and G is a-small. We have: G” -fG G C: G” 
--+yOO~yo+yoo= Y”‘. Thus YoO satisfies (19) as required. Now Qoo = @” implies 
P = @ (Fact 6.1.2(e)) but this contradicts CJ < K (cf. Corollary 6.2.3. Also Qj”” = @ 
implies Cp = t&Q) (cf. Theorem 6.1.11) and, hence, Cp = {T}, a contradiction. 0 
Exercise. Define inductively: @ O(O) = @ and @‘@+‘) = (P’@))‘. Deduce from Lemma 
A.1.4 that 
(a) (@0(2k))k is an increasing sequence (w.r.t. 2) and (P’(2k+1))k is decreasing. 
(b) For all k, m > 1, @ & @“(2k) G @“(2mf’) 2 CD”. 
(c) All inclusions are strict if rs < JC. 
The following lemma expresses where (the interpretations of) the solvable terms of 
pure lambda-calculus live within Ic-continuous models. 
Lemma A.1.5. Let d be a pure, closed A-term (d E _4). 
(a) Zf d is normalisable and of order n then d E @” 4 Qi C @“. 
(b) Zf d is solvable and a < K then ~2 @ @. 
Recall that & is (p-)normal of order n iff &= ,E.z&t . .. a?,,, where /(z)=n>O, 
~120, z is a variable and the &i’s are (p-)notmal. d is normalisable (of order 
n) iff d is P-equivalent to a normal term (of order n). d closed is solvable iff 
3m>0393~,...,93’, : ~4.37, .. . 9fm zp Ax.x and the gi’s are closed normal terms. Any 
normalisable term is solvable. (See [4] for a treatment of these concepts). 
Proof of Lemma A.1.5. (a) Since two /?-equivalent terms have the same interpretation it 
is enough to prove (a) for closed normal terms, and we do it by induction on the length 
e& of 54. So suppose d = JX.z&t . ’ . Cpe, is normal of order n, and closed. Then 
z ET and all E.&i are closed, normal of order ni = n+mi. Moreover QilX.&i) < Gd. 
Let now uE @“. dU= [z/??:=%][&t/%:=c] . . . [Sa,/?:=U]. Now, [z/z:=i7] E @ (since 
z ET). Hence [z,&:=U] E Qiom+ @ (cf. Lemma 5.2.1). Also [d/F:=51 =(,&.&i)U; by 
induction hypothesis ;1z. di E CP + CD = @” -+ (@” -+ @) C_ @” + @” (cf. Lemma 5.2.1). 
Hence [&i/X :=c] E P for each i. Thus dU E @ as claimed. 
(b) Suppose we have &‘gt . . W, q Ax .X for some m 2 0, 97i closed normal terms. 
Then ai E @” for all i (by (a)). If we had d E @ & Pm --+ @ (cf. Lemma 5.2.1) we 
would have 2x.x E @. But this contradicts Fact A.1.2). 0 
As an example of a solvable term which does not belong to @” we may take any 
fixed point operator Z. To see this, we first notice that 1 = Ix. ifx FT is in @ since it is 
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in {T, F}” -+ {T, F}. Suppose now that Z is in @“. Since 4 is in @ we have ZG E @“. 
This contradicts the fact (left to the reader; follows from QND’) that any fixed point 
of 1 is provably equal to _L. 
For unsolvable terms the situation is less definite. Let us concentrate on unsolvables 
of order zero, like 52. On one hand none is provably in 4, since they are all equated 
to I in the canonical models (cf. Theorem B.0.2 in Appendix B); but on the other 
hand some might as well be equated in some model to some term which is in @ (even 
provably), for example to T itself); this would occur for example with s2 3 66 if, as 
we conjectured, it is an easy term for MT. 
Unsolvable terms of infinite order, like any fixed point of K c Ax. Ay .x, can never 
be in P. 
A.2. The size of @/ =Q 
In the following we prove I@/ =,r,) = a and that for all a < a there exists an essen- 
tially a-small G C @ such that 16G“( > /al. The latter result will be used for finding a 
model of V, in Section A.4. To establish these results we will prove that there exist 
“self-extensional sets” G C @ such that G/ =G can have any size less than a. 
Definition. G is a self-extensional set if 
(a) G is an open subset of @. 
(b) G#@. 
(c) G is essentially a-small. 
(d) G C G”“. 
(e) x =o y + x J y E G for all x, y E G, where + mi denotes the greatest lower 
bound of x and y. 
The name “self-extensional” refers to the property x =o y + x =Q y which follows 
from property (e) and the fact that x 4 y E @ + x =o y. 
Definition. S? is a self-extensional chain if 
0 YP is a non-empty set of self-extensional sets. 
. VG,G’&?:GCG’vG’CG. 
0 2 is a-small. 
Theorem A.2.1. (A) If G is a self-extensional set then so is Go0 and jG/ =Q/ 
<16G”I < /G”=/=Q~. 
(B) Zf 2 is a self-extensional chain then UA? is a self-extensional set and IG/ =@I 
Q IUS/ =@I for all GE #. 
(C) I@/ =G( = a. 
(D) For all a < a there exists an essentially a-small G C @ such that 16G”I 3 Ial. 
Proof. (A) and (B) are proved as lemmas below. (C) and (D) follow from (A) and 
(B) as follows: Define GO = {T}, Gor+i = G,“” and GJ = lJaEG G, for limit ordinals S. 
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It follows from (A) and (B) by transfinite induction that JG,/ =@I 3 lcll for all a < CT, 
so IG,/=o,l$a which together with G,,C_@ proves I@/=Q[>o. I@/=@160 follows 
from Lemma A.l.l. Furthermore, G, satisfies (D). 0 
We now state and prove (B). 
Lemma A.2.2. If X is a self-extensional chain then U = U 2 is a self-extensional 
set and IG/=QI</U/=QI for all GE%. 
Proof. The latter claim is trivial. That U is a self-extensional set requires verification 
of (a)-(e). Point (a)-(c) are trivial. To see U G (I”” assume g E U and choose G 
such that g E G E X. Now G E 2 + G C U + G” 2 U” + G”” C U”“. To see (e) 
assume x,YeU, x=uY. Choose GE% such that x,y EG. Now x=uy + x=oy 
because G c U and x =o y + x 1 y E G & U because G is self-extensional. 0 
Before we state and prove (A) as a lemma, we need some auxiliary concepts and 
lemmas. 
In this section, for all f E _4?’ and J = (~1,. . , y,) E A<” let f [J] denote fyi . . yn 
~JZandletfjdenote(fyi,...,fy,)~&<~. As an example, f Ml =f(syi ). (m>. 
For relations R on ~2, for J=(yi,...,y,) EJJS!~~ and Z=(Z~,...,Z~)E&<~ let 
jR.? stand for p = q A y1 Rzl A. . . A ypRzp. Recall that for j = (yi,. . .) E AP and n E q 
j, denotes (~1,. . . , y,). 
For all f E A define f * E A# by 
f * =Ylk.Ax.(ifxTly.k(x(fy))) 
For all x E J# and J E &Cm we have 
r((f *x)[Yl) = r(f *xYl . . . Yn) 
= +4fYl>...(fYn)> 
= Wf3> 
Lemma A.2.3. If G is self-extensional then JJG is injective from G/ =e to 6G” in the 
sense that $,xE~G and &x=&y+x=~yfor allx,yEG. 
Proof. If XEG then GGQicG” and Theorem 6.1.11 gives &~xESG~. If n,yEG 
then &ox = .lJo y implies x =o y which, since G C @, implies x =Q y. 0 
Definition of hc and 3:. Now assume G is self-extensional. 6G” is a o-small set of 
incompatible, compact elements according to Theorem 6.1.11. Hence, there exist “left 
inverses” fit E _,+V of Go which satisfy fro x E G for all x E 6G” (G # 0 is needed here) 
and fi&toz) =oz for all z E G. Let fit be one such left inverse. Let Qz stand for 
(ho)*. 
Lemma A.2.4. If G is self-extensional nd x E 6G” then rt_zx E G”” and x <9:x. 
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Proof. Let y =$ZX, let Z E (G”)W, and let Z’=fioZ E G”. Choose n E o such that 
+[,?A]) = T (this is possible since x E G” and Z’ E GO). Now r(y[Z,]) = r(($~x)[i;]) = 
r(x[fio Z,]) = r(x[?$]) = T which proves y E G”“. 
Now let UE Gcw. We have (-U_o U) <U so {T, F} 3 r(y[&- U]) <r(y[zY]) which 
proves ~(y[Jlo U]) = r(y[u]). This in combination with ~(y[J,lo U]) = ~(x[fi&lo U)]) = 
r(x[u]) gives r(y[u]) =r(x[ii]). Hence, y =ox which combined with x E 6G” gives 
xdy. 0 
Lemma A.25 If’ G is a self-extensional set then so is G”“. 
Proof. We have to check (a)-(e). (a) follows from GCP by transfinite induction in 
<GO: Let XE G”“. We shall prove x E @. As inductive hypothesis assume y E @ for 
all y < GO x. If x = T then x E @ holds. If x # T then the inductive hypothesis states that 
xz E @ for all z E G” so x E G” + @ C: @. (b) follows from T E Go”. (c) follows from 
Theorem 6.1.1 l(c). (d) can be seen as follows: G c G”” + G” _> G”“” + G”” C Go”““. 
(e) goes as follows: let x, y E G”” satisfy x =o00 y. Let t’ E (G”)<W and let z” = 
f$ Z’ E (GO’)<“‘. We have Z’dZ” so r(x[t’]) < r(x[Y”]). Furthermore, since x E G”” 
and t’ E (G’)<O we have Y(x[~‘]) # I so r(x[Y’]) = r(x[.Y”]). Likewise, r(y[f’]) = 
r(y[,?“]). Furthermore, x =oO0 y gives r(x[.?‘]) = r(y[.?“]) so r(x[_?]) = r(y[?]). 
Hence, T((x~ y)[?‘]) = r(x[?]) = r(y[??]) which proves xl y E G”“. 0 
Lemma A.2.6. If G is a self-extensional set then [G/=s[ < 16G”) < IGo”/ =@I, 
Proof. ~G/=c, dj6G”I follows from Lemma A.2.3. 16G”( < ]G”/=@J follows from 
)9(6G”)/ < [Go”/ =@I which can be seen as follows: For all S & 6G”, define is E ~4’ 
by 
T ifxETS 
fsx = F if x E 7(6G”\S) 
I ifx@G” 
Now is E G”“. It remains to prove S # T + is #e ir for S, T E 6G”. However, if 
S # T then choose y E 6G” so that y is in one of S and T but not in the other, and 
let z = fizy. Then y <z E G”” C @ by Lemma A.2.5 and r&z) # r&z). 0 
A.3. Models of ZFC within models of MT 
There are two ways of finding a model of ZFC within the rc-continuous models of 
MT. The first is to deduce it from the syntactical translation of ZFC into MT, which is 
a difficult theorem of [ 171, plus the fact that the models we consider satisfy the SQND. 
This translation is recalled later and uses the constructs e and A which are defined 
in Appendix C. The second is to prove directly that, for our models, JV z (@/A, i) 
is isomorphic to (V,, E) (within our big universe). This last way, though providing a 
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stronger result, is in fact much more easy; as a matter of fact it requires no more than 
what we have already proved (cf. Section A.4). 
In this section we comment on the syntactical argument and show where the SQND 
comes in. First, consider a model of a theory & inside a theory @. If both d and B 
are based on predicate calculus, then it is customary to model e.g. implication in d 
by implication in L@. In general, it is customary to model the predicate calculus part 
of &’ by the predicate calculus part of 5?. Hence, to give a model of d in $I it is 
sufficient to define the functions and relations of d inside 93. Furthermore, d and GJ 
are sure to use the “same” predicate calculus. 
Matters are more complicated if d is based on predicate calculus and %9 is not. 
In this case, not only the functions and relations, but also the logical connectives and 
quantifiers of d have to be defined in $?. This is exactly the case when d is ZFC 
and B is MT, and it opens the possibility that the modeling of predicate calculus may 
be non-standard and may have pathological properties. This, however, may be ruled 
out by assuming SQND. 
The syntactic result which is proved in [ 171 has the following shape: 
Theorem A.3.1. If A[q,. . . ,x,,] is a theorem of ZFC (including predicate calculus), 
then the equation 4x1,. . . , 4x,, + k is a theorem of MT. 
Here k is the term of MT obtained by replacing E, =, and each connective and 
quantifier in A by its doted version as a term of MT. The definition of di, . . . , de -+ 98 
may be found in Section 3.2 and Appendix C. 
Thus, for any theorem A[_?] of ZFC (including predicate calculus; that is why free 
variables may occur), for any model J&’ of MT, and for any UC Q, the model & will 
satisfy the equation k[z7] = T. However we need something slightly different, namely 
that JV satisfies the ZFC-formula A[z.iJ. This last assertion must be justified by a lemma 
which links the two notions of satisfaction in the two different settings, like the fol- 
lowing: 
Lemma A.3.2. For any ZFC-formula A[21 and for any model JH of MT, we have 
for any UC@, ~44221 = T + Jlrk=~[u] 
where N=( Q/k, c). 
Proof. The proof is of course by induction in the structure of .4[i]. However to achieve 
it we need to know (because of the negation case) that a closed term of the shape k[z] 
can take only the two values T and F. It is provable from MT that v.?( if k[.t] TT) = T, 
which rules out the value I, and that k[.?] = (ifk T F); the SQND is needed to con- 
clude from this last equation that a term of the shape k[z7] is always equal to T 
orF. 0 
If SQND holds, then the above is a model of ZFC in the traditional sense, and if 
SQND does not hold, then the above may have some pathological properties. It should 
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be noted that it is still open whether or not MT is strictly stronger than ZFC even 
though the above gives a model of ZFC in some sense. 
SIP implies that JY is an o-model in the following sense: Let o be the set of 
integers in the universe where our model is built and let 03 be a map term such that 
&5 = T and which satisfies 
6x = ifxTAyb(xT) 
(Take &=Prim (Ax.x)TT, where Prim is defined in Appendix C). The intuition behind 
is that ti is the set of Zermelo’s integers {. . . { (0)) . . .}; we choose Zermelo’s integers 
here because they are more simple than Von Neumann integers, and are equivalent for 
our discussion. The nth Zermelo integer can be represented by A,, z ilxl . . .x,,.T, n E o; 
it is easy to check that $A” = T and CGA, = A,,, so all the Zermelo integers are indeed 
in the range of ci, and, hence, are “elements of ~9’ in the sense of e. Now it is easy 
to show that in any model satisfying SIP and SQND, 03 will have no other elements, 
while non-satisfaction of SIP introduces “non-standard” integers and non-satisfaction 
of SQND introduces still stranger integers. Note that 4 and E does not occur in the 
definition of 0, so W is a computable function. In general, if SIP and SQND hold then 
sets of integers can be represented by computable functions if and only if the sets are 
recursively enumerable. We finally end up this example by noticing that computation 
of Ox merely requires knowledge of r(xTT . T), so the inner range of & is nothing 
else than {T}. 
A.4. Finding V, in a u-continuous model 
Theorem A.4.1. If ~2 is a K-continuous model, then Jf E (@I/-, i) is isomorphic to 
(6, E). 
Proof. In what follows the metavariables U, u range over elements of @. The rank of 
v is the smallest ordinal CI < (T such that v E Qa, and “induction in v” means induction 
in the rank of v. 
We define a function s on @ by recursion in the rank of v by 
0 
s(v) = 
if v = T, 
{s( vx) ) x E @} otherwise. 
The aim is to show that the function s’ 
morphism. It is easy to prove successively 
(1) s(v) E V,, by induction in u. 
(2) u 2 u + S(U) = S(U), by induction in 
induced by s on @/- is the required iso- 
that 
V. 
(3) u-u = T H s(u) = s(v), by induction in v and using SQND. 
(4) ugv = T H S(U) E s(v), by induction in u and using SQND. 
It remains to prove 3 E @: S(U) = x for all x E V,. This is trivial for x = 8 and the 
rest is by induction in the rank of x: Assume x E I$, x # Q), and assume s(uY) = y for 
all y E x. From x E V, we have that x is o-small. Choose G & @, G essentially a-small 
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such that I&G”)] 3 1x1 (using Theorem A.2.1 (D)), and choose u’ E G” + @ such that 
the range of u’ equals {uY 1 y E x} (by Lemma 6.2.2). Using GCP, let u be the element 
of @ corresponding to u’. Now s(u) = x. q 
Added in proof. As noted by Thieny Vallte, the surjectivity of s can be obtained by 
a more direct (and less informative) argument that Theorem A.2.1. 
Appendix B. Computational adequacy of the canonical model 
In this section we restrict our attention to the set m (c for computable) of MT-terms 
in which 4, E and J- do not occur. For convenience, and without loss of generality, 
we require all occurrences of if to be followed by three arguments. ,4’ can be seen as 
the syntax class defined thus: 
variable::=x 1 y 1 z 1 . . . 
AC::=variable I ivariable.Ac I (A’ A”) ( T I if AC AC AC 
Let n: be the set of terms in AC that are closed. 
Elements of AC will be considered to be equal if they differ only in naming of bound 
variables. 
Now let -+L be the least relation on ,4’ that satisfies the following statements for 
all d,B,%?,d’Enc. 
TB?A~T 
(Ix.d)s? -+L [d/x:=3] 
ifTB%? +L a 
if(/lx.d)~V +L V 
~493 -sL ~2’93 if d -+L J& 
if dBW +L if d’5W if d +L d’ 
Above, [&/x:=93] denotes substitution with suitable renaming of bound variables. 
Note that if 9’ E /1’ then 9’ --+L F holds for at most one .Y E ,4’ (up to renaming 
of bound variables), so +L may be seen as a partial function from ,4’ to AC. Terms 
Y E AC for which 9’ -+L Y holds for no 9 E AC will be said to be in root normal 
form. 
Let -+ be the reflexive, transitive closure of 4~. This relation represents the leftmost 
reduction strategy [4] applied to Axioms Apply 1, Apply 2, Select 1, and Select 2 in 
Appendix C when these axioms are read as reduction rules. 
Now define Ju;, _A’“” and Jv; thus: 
u~={d~A~[d-++~T} 
Jvjf = {d E AC I3aY E AC: d-L. Ix.W} 
Jv”” = A”\(& u Nf) 
(where x may be free in %? in the second equation above). 
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It is straightforward to write a computer program which performs the leftmost re- 
duction strategy, so it is straightforward e.g. to write a computer program which, given 
a term r E A$ prints “T” after a while if Y E 4, prints “F” after a while if 9 E _A$-, 
and proceeds forever without printing anything if Y E .A’““. The purpose of the present 
section is to prove that canonical models are faithful to this computational aspect in the 
sense that such a program prints “T” iff Y=T in the model and similarly for the other 
two possibilities. This is formally expressed in the computational adequacy theorem 
below. 
For the time being let A!’ be any model of MT, let 9 = A!\{T,_L}, and let )Y) 
denote the interpretation of .Y in A’. For F E A: we obviously have 
YE&+~Y/ =T 
9-EJV+191E9 
SEJV/; + )Y/ = i 
The main result of the present section is that the converse is also true if A! is canonical: 
Theorem B.0.2 (Computational adequacy). If A! is canonical and 5 E A: then 
FE&H/F-/=T 
SEMf e pqE@ 
SEJV- H )Y_I = i 
Readers familiar with Tait’s reducibility (also called computability) technique and to 
intersection type systems will notice that the following proof is based on these ideas, 
and could be written within a type assignment setting. Doing so is not necessary here 
but the correspondence is sketched in a remark later on. 
Now let ~2’ be a canonical model. Recall that elements of A are subsets of the set 
C where the elements of C represent prime elements of AZ and recall that A is a 
p.o. ordered by a relation < which is simply the subset relation. There is a canonical 
injection from C to A (which takes prime elements to their initial segments) and a 
canonical injection from LIE to ~2 (which takes terms to their interpretation). Using 
these injections it makes sense to write e.g. p 6F for prime elements p and closed 
terms K For open terms Y, p d F will be taken to mean that p 6F holds for all 
values of free variables. 
For any closed term Y we have (Y( 2 C. We trivially have p E IF-) M p d F. 
Hence, for any term r, )Y( may be seen as the set of prime elements smaller than K 
Now we introduce the converse. For all prime elements p E C we introduce the set 
(()I I p of terms Y E AC for which, intuitively, p d 9. Z(p) will be referred to as the 
interpretation of p. The formal definition of I(p) will not be based on d but will be a 
syntactic definition defined by recursion in the rank of p. Since Y E I(p) and p E IF-( 
intuitively both express p < F we would expect to have Y E I(p) H p E 151. We 
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shall prove a lemma similar to this horn which the computational adequacy theorem 
follows. 
Now recall that C = (C* x C) U {t, f}. t represents T (in the sense that their canon- 
ical injections into ~2’ are equal), so we would like to have 
z(t) = & 
Likewise, f represents Ix.1 so we would like to have 
Elements of C* represent compact elements. If c E C* then c is a set of prime elements 
and c represents the least upper bound of these elements. Hence, the set I(c) of terms 
G! E /ic greater than c can be defined from Z(p) thus: 
Z(c) = {d E AC 1 vpec: d E I(p)} 
Elements of C* x C represent prime elements. If (c, p) E C* x C then (c, p) represents 
the least map f for which fc=p. Hence, we would like to have 
I(c, P) = I(c) +1(P) 
where 
The above equations define I(p) uniquely for all p E C by recursion in the rank 
of p. 
A set X 2 /1’ of terms will be said to be saturated if F EX and 9’-++~ F implies 
Y EX. Hence, X C AC is saturated if 
[d/x:=B]&, . ‘. 8, EX =+ (lx.d)m, . . .b, EX 
Note that & and NJ are saturated and that X -+ Y is saturated whenever Y is 
saturated. The proof of the adequacy theorem has two key steps, the first of which is 
the following lemma. 
Lemma B.0.3. Z(p) is saturated for all p E C. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction in the rank of p. Z(t) = .A$ and Z( f ) = .A$ are 
saturated as noted above. If p = (c, p’) then Z(p) = Z(c, p’) = Z(c) -+ Z(p’) which is 
saturated because Z(p’) is saturated by the inductive hypothesis. 0 
The second key step is proved by structural induction over AC where the first was 
by induction over C. The second key step establishes the previously mentioned link 
between p E )T_I and Y E Z(p) which both intuitively express p 6 5 
Lemma B.0.4. Let T E A”. Let XI , . . . ,x,, be the free variables of 5 Let el, . . . , e, E 
C*. Let 671 EZ(el),..., 8, Al. For all terms 9 let ?!Je standfor [99/~1:=el,...,x,:= 
e,] and let 998 stand for [Y/xl := &I,. . .,x,:= CT,]. For all p E C we have: 
Note that for YE /iE the lemma gives 
(9-l =T@ttE[Y/ =+ YEZ(t)=& 
)Y-(E9Wffl9--) =+ sEz(f)=Jvf 
from which the computational adequacy theorem follows. 
Before proving Lemma B.0.4, we state and prove an auxiliary lemma: 
Lemma B.0.5. Zf p, q E C and p<q then Z(q) g Z(p). 
Proof. The proof is by induction in the rank of p and q. p, q E C and p<q gives four 
casestoconsider:(l)p=q=t,(2)p=q=f,(3)p=f andq=(qi,qZ)EC*xC, 
and (4) p = (p1,p2)~C*xC and q = (q1,qz)EC*xC. In case (1) and (2) the 
lemma is trivial. In case (3) Z(p) = .A$ and Z(q) = Z(ql)-Z(q2) = {&EJQ 1 . ..}. 
In case (4) we have p2<q2 and Vq3Eq13p3Epl: q3=$p3. Hence, by inductive hypothe- 
sis, Z(qz)CZ(p;!) and Vq3Eq13p3Epl: Z(p~)gZ(q3). The latter implies Z(pl)CZ(ql) 
which, together with the former, yields Z(ql, q2) C Z(pl, ~2). 0 
Proof of Lemma B.0.4. As mentioned, the proof is by structural induction in K This 
gives rise to five cases: 
Case 1. Assume 5 -xi. If p E jg;;( = lei[ then p is in the initial segment generated 
by ei SO p$p’ E ei for some p’. p’ E ei gives Z(ei) & Z(p’) by the definition of Z 
andp<p’ gives Z(p’) &Z(p) by Lemma B.0.5 below. Hence, rg z 8, E Z(ei) c Z(p’) C 
Z(P). 
Case 2. Assume 5 = T. We have p E ($1 = JTI = {t} + p = t + Yg GTE Z(p). 
Case3.AssumeY=&@andpE)zj = l~~~~l.Ift~J~~/thenp= tandtE)deI 
+ s&‘& cZ(t) = .A$+ ._QZ~B~ E 4 = Z(t) = Z(p). If t $Z (de/ then choose c such that 
(c, P> E Idel and cc k&l. W e h ave cc)B’,(*Vp’Ec: p’EIS?‘,I*Vp’Ec: .%?gEZ(p’) 
+ ,988 EZ(c). Furthermore, (c, p) E l&e1 =S &g E Z(c, p) = Z(c) -+Z(p). Finally, ,cS, E 
Z(c) + Z(p) and S98 E Z(c) gives Yg G d&8 E Z(p). 
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Case 4. Assume 5~iifdBW. If PE ]%I = (ifdSl@~ then tE )&‘CI A pE ]k%‘e( V 
f E 1&J A p E /%?J. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, &g E Z(t) A BE E Z(p) v 
dg E I( f ) A %J E Z(p). Using the definition of Z(t) and I( f ) this gives s?& E & A 
!%c E Z(p) V dg E A’j A 98 E Z(p). Finally, using the saturation of Z(p) this gives 
Yg-ifdfl6?8%?gEZ(p). 
Case 5. Assume Y = 1y.d where y is not among xi,. . . ,x, and does not occur free 
in Fi,...,&,. Further assume pi 1zl = \ly.~Z~l. If p = f then L& = JLy.&‘8 E J$ = 
Z(f) = Z(p). If p # f then p has the form (c, p’) and p’ E I(lly.&&l = l[~Y/xl:= 
el, . . . , xn:= e,, y:= c] 1. Now assume 8 E Z(c). From the inductive hypothesis we have 
[~~/y:=~]_[d/xl:=&l,..., xn:= b,,y:=g] cZ(p’) so, by the saturation of Z(p’) 
we have F899z(Ay.&g)g~Z(p’) so F~~l(c)-+Z(p’) = Z(c,p’) = Z(p). 0 
Remark. Elements of D may be viewed as formulas of an extended but strict “inter- 
section type system”. For this it is enough to change the notation (c, p) of pairs into 
c + p, to read c as the “conjunction” of its elements, and -+ as implication. We use 
only “strict formulas” in the sense that no conjunction is allowed on the right side of 
the arrow (moreover “external” conjunction is not needed); they are “extended” in the 
sense that we use a global and unordered conjunction of <CO or <K elements, instead of 
usual binary conjunction. Note that -+ is no more, here, than the inclusion of D* x D 
into D. Then one can easily produce rules typing each term of LI’ in such a way that 
it is equivalent for a formula p to belong to the interpretation of a (closed) term d or 
to be a type for d in the system (for a systematic treatment of such a view, cf. [5]; 
strict intersection type systems have also been studied in [3]. 
Appendix C. Syntax and axioms of map theory 
C.Z. The grammar of map theory 
variable::=x I y 1 z I . . 
term::=variable I Avariable.term I (term term) I T I I ) if I E I 4 
wff::=term = term 





ix = ifx F F 
xAy=ifx(ifyFT)(ifyFF) 
x\iy=ifx(ifyTT)(ifyTF) 
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x+y=ifx(ifyTF)(ifyTT) 
x&y=ifx(ifyTF)(ifyFT) 
hzz= M (d&d) 
9x.d = @x.d) 
Vx.d = 4x.A!id 
x-y=(ifx(ifyTF)(ifyF 
(tidu.(x u) A (y fI))A(Vv~u.(x u) A (y II)))) 
xey=ifyF%.x-(yv) 
Y = J*f.((Ax.(f (xx))) (nxu (xx)))) 
Yf.d = (Y nf.d) 
P = ;la.Lb.lx.if x a b 
Curry = I,f~Ix.ny.(f (Px y)) 
Prim = Lf.Aa.llb.Yg.ilx.if x a (f h(g (x (b u)))) 
F’ = Aj-.Ax.(fx) 
4x.d = q2ux.d 
x:y=ifxyT 
dl,..., &,,+(%? = 9) is shorthand for the equation d, : . . :dn:%? = ~21: . . . :dn:9 
&I,..., .d,+W is shorthand for the equation LZI~ :. . . :d,% = dl: . . . :d,,:T. 
C.3. Axiomsjinference rules 
Axioms of Section 4 in [ 171 (/2-calculus) 
Trans d=?.8;&z=Vk-99=%? 
Sub1 Lzz=~;59=~I-((d%?)=(@$B) 
Sub2 &%!=&I t /Ix.&==;Ix.z%? 
Apply 1 (TB)=T 
Apply 2 ((nx.&)w) = [J~/x:=@] if &? is free for x in & 
Apply 3 (I ~8) = I 
Select 1 ifTgV=B 
Select 2 if (Ax.&) 98 %7 = G?? 
Select 3 iflg%=_L 
Rename kx.[&/y:=x] =ly.[~~Z/x:=y] if x is free for y in d and vice versa 
Axioms of Section 5 in [17] (propositional calculus) 
QND’ [&/x:=T] = [B/x:=T]; 
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[d/x:=(F’x)] =[B/x:=(F’x)]; 
[d/x:=l_] = [B/x:=-L] 
t-d=Lh? 
Axioms of Section 6 in [ 171 (first order predicate calculus) 
Quantify 1 @Z, ~x.~%((~x.~) -0e) 
Quantify 2 &X.s‘?z = &X.(+x/i&q 
Quantify 3 VEX.& = vx.!sd 
Quantify 4 L5kgkx.~ 
Quantify 5 9x.& = ~X.(q5x/kz) 
Axioms of Section 7 in [17] (set theory) 
Well 1 +T=T 
Well 2 4x.& = ox.@& 
Well 3 @=I 
C-A &, @+$(a b) 
C-K’ 4x.T = T 
C-P’ $x.ifxTT=T 
c-curly 4a--+&Curry a) 
C-Prim ‘&c.& f x), 4a, $b-$(Prim f a b) 
C-Ml &~x.&&&.f$N.((Lz.&q (zx)) 
C-M2 tiz.~x.~+tiz.~x.((~x.d)(xz)) 
Induction If x does not occur free in s2 and y does not occur (free or bound) 
in 69, then d,x-+B; d, Ax, $x,vy.[B/x:=(x y)]-~?8 t d, qbx+!B 
The axioms of Section 7 in [ 171 are referred to as the well-foundedness axioms. 
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